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Our resources are limited, and our consumption is growing. Recycling 
waste and creating new products from this, reducing pollution by using 
better but less product for the same application, changing environmentally 
harmful products i.e. solvent based by water based alternatives, will be 
not only a challenge but a reality.
 
With Finixa, Chemicar Europe picked up the glove of ecology: on a daily 
basis we improve our performance of our products in order to consume 
less, finding solutions in changing traditional solvent based products into 
high performance water based alternatives.

More than ever 
before, we should 

preserve our planet. 
Discover in this new catalogue our existing 

but also completely new developments 
and enjoy changing our planet’s health 

repairing cars in a proper way!
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FPS System

FPS Paint System
 ▪ The lid fi ts mixing cup 650ml, 400ml and 900ml
 ▪ The system can be fi tted directly onto the spray gun by means of a 

quick connect coupling. 
 ▪ No paint loss/remainders: the cup can be completely sprayed 

empty.
 ▪ Substantially saves money and time to clean spray guns. 
 ▪ Fit for both solvent and water based paints.
 ▪ Available in 125µm (green) and 190µm (white). 
 ▪ Supplied with strainer and valve installed. 
 ▪ Lids and cups sold separately substantially saving paint system 

components, nothing is wasted !
 ▪ Easy to fi ll up. 
 ▪ Individually packed in plastic foil and per 50 in a handy dispenser 

box. 
 ▪ Possible mixing ratios: 

2:1/3:1/4:1/5:1/6:1/7:1/8:1/9:1/10:1/12:1
 ▪ Several adapters for different spray guns are available. 

Four different lids 
that fi t any of our 

cups

Sprays paint till 
the last drop
thanks to the 

unique umbrella 
valve

Patented 
design

Sprays paint till Sprays paint till 
the last drop
thanks to the 

unique umbrella 
valve

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FPS 0400125 Finixa paint system lids 400ml - 125µm - 50pcs 
green

8 80

FPS 0400190 Finixa paint system lids 400ml - 190µm - 50pcs 
white

8 80

FPS 0650125 Finixa paint system lids 650ml/900ml - 125µm - 
50pcs green

8 80

FPS 0650190 Finixa paint system lids 650ml/900ml - 190µm - 
50pcs white

8 80

FPS 01 FPS adaptor M16 internal thread X X

FPS 02 FPS adaptor M16 external thread X X

FPS 03 FPS adapter 3/8 internal thread X X

FPS 04 FPS adapter 3/8 external thread X X

FPS 05 FPS adapter 1/4 external thread X X

FPS 06 FPS quick adaptor 1/4 X X

FPS 07 FPS adaptor M12 external thread X X

FPS 08 FPS quick adaptor 1/4 X X

FPS 09 FPS 18 mm Female, 1.5 mm Thread X X
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Watch movie
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FPS System

BRAND MODEL ADAPTOR
AccuSpray PerforMax 05-100 Primer FPS 02

ADIR Gravity Series FPS 01

Advantage 90115 FPS 01

Aerometal 2016 FPS 05

2015 ECO&T FPS 05

2100 ECO&T FPS 05

Super Fura 34 FPS 05

Victoria 92 FPS 05

AES 150 FPS 01

AirGunsa AZ3 HTE 2 FPS 08

AZ3 THE/AZ3 HV FPS 05

AirVerter GG-100 FPS 01

AmPro AR6025 FPS 01

ANI F1-s HPS FPS 03

Astro M-Star/Quantum Ultra Light/Star QUL FPS 01

Asturo ECO/S and ECO/SX FPS 01

Gravity Series FPS 05

ATD 6900 Series and Gravity Series FPS 01

ATD Leonardo 6865/6872/6913/6914/6915/6918 FPS 02

6910 Mini FPS 05

Binks 630/95G/M1-G/MGI 1.8 Primer/SV-100 Gravity FPS 03

Cub SLG Mini Gravity FPS 04

C.A. Technologies Jaguar 300C FPS 01

Jaguar 100C/J100H/SLP/300C/Techline T3 FPS 01

Campbell Hausfeld DH-6500/7800/7900 FPS 01

CAPspray 3100 Gravity Series FPS 01

CarQuest ProValue 2304-PV/2304-PV FPS 01

Central Pneumattic Gravity Series FPS 01

Cornwell PSG-1400 FPS 01

Craftsman 9-15531 FPS 01

Dart Products AB17G/h827a/881a FPS 01

Defynik Gravity Series FPS 07

DeVilbiss Compact ITW/Finishline/GFHV510/GFP/GFV/Gpi FPS 04

GTI FPS 03

GTI/GTI PRO FPS 04

J.G.A/J.G.V./M.B.C./M.G.M. FPS 03

MGPi + C62/PRI/SR I mini FPS 04

Compact 506 FPS 03

Compact 506 gravity FPS 03

Compact 510 Trans Tech Gravity FPS 03

Compact Mini HVLP and Trans Tech FPS 04

CVi 620G/CVi 620GW/dRd/EXL 620G FPS 03

Finishline FLG4 gravity models FPS 03

Finishline FLG-6 Series FPS 03

GFG-5 and 6 series FPS 03

GFHV-510/JGA-535G/JGA-635G FPS 03

PRi 601G Primer FPS 03

Sri Mini/Pro Mini/SRiW Mini FPS 04

TEKNA/TEKNA Copper/Prolite/QuickClean FPS 03

Dura-Block 007 Extreme Performance/AF900K FPS 01

DUX Gravity Series FPS 07

Ecco 652-S FPS 03

Eminent E13 FPS 05

Evercraft (NAPA) BK7703758 FPS 01

FINIXA SPG 500/SPG 501/SPG 518/SPG 525 FPS 01

Goni 321 FPS 01

Graco Delta GF FPS 03

LT200/LT300 FPS 01

BRAND MODEL ADAPTOR
Grip H827W FPS 01

Grizzly H7669 FPS 01

Husky HDS-780/HDS-790/HDS-890 Pro FPS 01

Ingersol Rand 210G/270G FPS 01

Iwata AZ3 HTE 2 FPS 08

LPA 94/LPH 400 FPS 01

LPA-94/VX929/VXL949 Primer FPS 01

LPH-300 FPS 05

LPH400 LV/LVB/LVX/440 PRIMER FPS 01

Supernova LS-400/Supernova WS-400 FPS 08

VXL 949 FPS 01

W300/W300LV FPS 05

W400 LVC 90 FPS 03

W400/400LV/400WB/WR-400 FPS 01

Jonnesway JA-6111 FPS 01

Kobalt (Lowe's) KC-566CG/KC-577HG/AIR86 and 88 FPS 01

Krautzberger Mignon 3 FPS 07

Kremlin Hti-G/M21-G/M22 FPS 05

Mac Econocoat/SG1250/SG1300 FPS 01

SG610K FPS 03

Mark I AF7003 FPS 01

Mattco Gravity Series FPS 01

MTPGHE13/MTPGHE15 FPS 02

Max Air W98 FPS 01

MSB Gravity Series FPS 01

M-Star Gravity Series FPS 01

NESCO 880 FPS 02

840/868/870 FPS 01

Nikota HVLP-G FPS 01

OPTIMA 500 FPS 03

400/500/601/800/900 FPS 03

Porter-Cable PSH-1 and 3 FPS 01

PRO-TEK 2600/4000GH/764x FPS 01

ProValue (Carquest) 2304-PV and 2305-PV FPS 01

Sagola 3300-G FPS 07

403G/4100G/433G/434G/444G/
450G/mini extr

FPS 07

4400 and 4500 Extreme FPS 09

MODEL 71 and 75 FPS 03

SATA ALL QCC ALL QCC ALL QCC FPS 06

HVLP 3000 FPS 06

JET B NR 95 HVLP FPS 01

JET RP FPS 02

JET90/S FPS 02

KLC B-HVLP FPS 02

KLC P FPS 02

KLCB-RP FPS 02

MC 93 FPS 07

MCB FPS 02

NR 2000 FPS 06

NR 2000/DIGITAL FPS 02

NR 92 HVLP FPS 01

RP 3000 FPS 06

BRAND MODEL ADAPTOR
SATA RP DIGITAL FPS 02

KLC-B FPS 02

KLC-P FPS 02

KLC-RP FPS 02

KL-Primer FPS 07

LM 2000 B FPS 02

LM 2000 K FPS 02

LM-92 FPS 02

MCB Primer FPS 02

MCB-90 FPS 02

MCB-93 FPS 07

SATAjet 90/90-2 HVLP/90-2 RP FPS 02

B/NR-92/NR-95 FPS 01

NR 2000 RP and HVLP FPS 02

SEM 71001 Pro-Tex Truck Bed Liner Gun FPS 03

Sharpe Cobalt HVLP (Euro) FPS 03

FX-200 Conventional/FX-300 HVLP FPS 01

Smart (Finishmaster) Spray Gun Kit (Std) FPS 01

Spitznagel W2000A FPS 01

Spray-It 522 FPS 01

Star III FPS 01

Sunex 9002A/9004A FPS 01

Titan Vaper 1.4mm Base/Clear/1.7mm Primer FPS 01

TranStar 6613/6614/6617 FPS 01

Trem Pro Gravity Series FPS 01

U-Pol Maximum FPS 01

Walcom Genesi FPS 02

other FPS 07

Walther Pilot Pilot IV/Pilot Maxi/Pilot Mini HD/Pilot Mini MD FPS 05

861-C/863/881H/904H/H881W FPS 01

878/827-C FPS 02

Warwick 861-C/863/881H/904H/H881W FPS 01

878/827-C FPS 02

FPS 01 FPS 02 FPS 03 FPS 04 FPS 05 FPS 06 FPS 07 FPS 08 FPS 09
FPS System
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FPS FPS starter set
 ▪ 50 x 650cc mixing cups
 ▪ 50 x FPS lids 125µm OR 190µm
 ▪ 10 x plastic mixing paddles (GAC 1000)

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FPS 
065012500

Paint system starter set: 50 mixing cups 650ml + 50 FPS 
lids 125µm + 10 Mixing paddles plastic (GAC 1000)

1 45

FPS 
065019000

Paint system starter set: 50 mixing cups 650ml + 50 FPS 
lids 190µm + 10 Mixing paddles plastic (GAC 1000)

 1 45

SPG 60 Spray Case
 ▪ 2 x SPG 500 - spray gun LVLP CC 500 

(black chrome), nozzle 1.3mm, universal application
 ▪ 1 x SPG 500 - spray gun LVLP CC 500 

(black chrome), nozzle 1.8mm, universal application
 ▪ 1 x Standard cup for gun
 ▪ 3 x FPS 01 - FPS adaptor M16 internal thread
 ▪ 10 mixing cups 650ml
 ▪ 5 x paint system green lids - 125µm.
 ▪ 5 x paint system white lids - 190µm.
 ▪ 1.3, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0 and 2.5mm Nozzle set up also available 

separately

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SPG 60 Spray case 1 X

FPS system

Experience the FPS system 
instantly with the FPS starter 

set and Spray case

13
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PAL

45

45

FPS system

Experience the FPS system 
with the FPS starter 

set and Spray case
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MCB Black Cups

MCU Unprinted Mixing Cups
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Mixing cups & accessories

MCB

MCU

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MCB 0400 Black Cups - 400ml - 200p. 1 60

MCB 0650 Black Cups - 650ml - 200p. 1 40

MCB 1300 Black Cups - 1300ml - 200p. 1 24

MCB 2240 Black Cups - 2240ml - 200p. 1 18

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MCU 0400 Unprinted Cups - 400ml - 200p. 1 60

MCU 0650 Unprinted Cups- 650ml - 200p. 1 40

MCU 1300 Unprinted Cups- 1300ml - 200p. 1 24

MCU 2240 Unprinted Cups- 2240ml - 200p. 1 18

Remove excessive pigment in a mix or add ‘more’ accurately 
water to a mix with PIP 03 and SIP 1000

SIP 1000/PIP 03 Siphon & Pipette

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PIP 03 Pipette - 3ml - 500p. 1 X

SIP 1000 Siphon - 1L - 6p. 1 16

MC(B)L Lids for Mixing Cups
Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MCL 0400 Lids for mixing cups - 400ml - 10x50p. 1 60

MCL 0650 Lids for mixing cups - 650ml/900ml - 10x50p. 1 40

MCL 1300 Lids for mixing cups - 1300ml - 8x50p. 1 24

MCL 2240 Lids for mixing cups - 2240ml - 8x50p. 1 18

MCLS 0400 Lids for mixing cups - 400ml - 2x50p. X 154

MCLS 0650 Lids for mixing cups - 650ml/900ml - 2x50p. X 130

MCLS 1300 Lids for mixing cups - 1300ml - 2x50p. X 60

MCLS 2240 Lids for mixing cups - 2240ml - 2x50p. X 50

MCBL 0400 Lids for black cups - 400ml - 10x50p. 1 60

MCBL 0650 Lids for black cups - 650ml/900ml - 10x50p. 1 40

MCBL 1300 Lids for black cups - 1300ml - 8x50p. 1 24

MCBL 2240 Lids for black cups - 2240ml - 8x50p. 1 18

MCD 50 Dispenser for mixing cups and lids 1 50

PIP 03

SIP 1000

MCD 50
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MCP Printed Mixing cups

 ▪ Clearly printed content.
 ▪ 10 different mixing ratios.
 ▪ Available in 6 volumes: 400cc, 650cc, 900cc 1300cc, 

2240cc and 5000cc.
 ▪ Base feet protecting against cold transfer during mixing.
 ▪ Stack supports for easy separation.
 ▪ Winter proof plastic.
 ▪ Dispenser in stainless steel available separately.
 ▪ Fitted lids that close even better.
 ▪ Also available as a storage cup in untransparent black 

plastic, ideal for UV Paints. 

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MCP 0400 Printed Mixing Cups - 400ml - 200p. 1 60

MCP 0650 Printed Mixing Cups - 650ml - 200p. 1 40

MCP 1300 Printed Mixing Cups - 1300ml - 200p. 1 24

MCP 2240 Printed Mixing Cups - 2240ml - 200p. 1 18

MCP 5000 Printed Mixing Cups - 5000ml - 40p. 1 18

MCP 0900 Printed Mixing Cups - 900ml - 200p. 1 20

MCL 5000 Printed Mixing Cups - 5000ml - 100p. 1 54

NEW

15
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GAC

MPP

MPP/GAC Mixing Paddles

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MPP 0250 Mixing Paddles Plastic 20 cm - 250p. 6 96

MPP 02501 Mixing Paddles Plastic 20cm - 8 x 250p. X 16

GAC 0250 Mixing paddles plastic 23cm - 250p. 1 44

GAC 1000 Mixing paddles plastic 23cm - 1.000p. 1 50

 ▪ This “twisted” perforated form makes it possible to mix your 
paint faster than conventional methods. 

 ▪ Available in 2 versions, a standard version and a larger 
version with solid hand grip.

 ▪ Dimensions: standard 20cm, extra large 30cm.
 ▪ MPP comes in grey color now allowing quick color check 

during mixing

Box PAL

60

40

44

50

PAL

60

GAC

MPPMPP

24

18

18

1 20

1 54

GAC

MCP

NEW
MCP 0900
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Problem solvers for non-paint refi nishing

GAD Black plastic (PE) storage cups

MAK 00 Cleaning kit for sprayguns

 ▪ Black cups do not let light through and are therefore ideal 
for storing waterbased paints (UV-resistant).

 ▪ Each cup is supplied with an airtight sealing lid and suit-
able for transportation of ready mixed colours.

 ▪ UN approved; suitable and tested for road transport 
of water based paints.

 ▪ Fit to store water based paints for months.

 ▪ Complete set of tools for cleaning and maintaining spray 
guns.

 ▪ The set consists of 8 brushes for cleaning the interior, 3 small 
brushes with holder and one large brush for the exterior, 6 
needles with holder for cleaning the nozzle and a bottle of 
lubricant to maintain the moving parts.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GAD 00500 Black storage cup with lid
500ml - 312p. 

1 16

GAD 01000 Black storage cup with lid
1l - 140p. 

1 16

GAD 03000 Black storage cup with lid
3l - 45p. 

1 16

GAD 05000 Black storage cup with lid
5l - 30p. 

1 16

GAD 10000 Black storage cup with lid
10l - 12p. 

1 16

Problem solvers for non-paint refi nishing

TUB 60 Touch-up bottles 50ml
 ▪ Plastic bottles with a lid with integrated brush, 

to touch up car paint.
 ▪ Supplied with a plastic mixing bullet which makes this bottle 

suitable for water based paints and solvent based paints.
 ▪ Semi-transparent.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TUB 60 Touch-up bottles - 50 ml - 60p. 10 160

TUB 61 Touch-up bottles 20ml
 ▪ Plastic bottles with a lid with integrated brush,to touch 

up car paint.
 ▪ Supplied with a plastic mixing bulletwhich makes this 

bottle suitable for water based paints and 
solvent based paints.

 ▪ Completely transparent.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TUB 61 Touch-up bottles - 20 ml - 60p. 10 120

GAD

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MAK 00 Cleaning kit for sprayguns 20 X
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BBF 10

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

NVZ 0125 Nylon paint strainers 
125µm - 4 x 250p. in a box

1 30

NVZ 0125100 Nylon paint strainers 
125µm - 100p. in a dispenserbox

1 168

NVZ 0125250 Nylon paint strainers 
125µm - 250p. in a dispenserbox

1 112

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

NVZ 0190 Nylon paint strainers 
190µm - 4 x 250p. in a box

1 30

NVZ 0190100 Nylon paint strainers 
190µm - 100p. in a dispenserbox

1 168

NVZ 0190250 Nylon paint strainers 
190µm - 250p. in a dispenserbox

1 112

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

NVZ 0280 Nylon paint strainers 
280µm - 4 x 250p. in a box

1 30

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

NVZ 0226 Nylon paint strainers 
226µm. 4 x 250 in a box 

1 30

NVZ 0400 Nylon paint strainers 
400µm. 4 x 25 in a box

1 30

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

BBF 10 Strainers for gravity fed spray guns 
275µm - 10p.

100 X

NVZ Paint Strainer

BBF 10 Strainers for gravity fed spray 
guns

1. Paint strainers coarse (280µm) color code GREEN.
2. Paint strainers fi ne (190µm) color code RED.
3. Paint strainers extra fi ne (125µm) color code BLUE.
 ▪ Each available in 3 different sizes (packaging) 

4x250p., 250p. or 100p.
 ▪ Also available in 226µm en 400µm.
 ▪ Paint strainers are suitable for usein combination with 

solvent based andwater based paints.
 ▪ Perfect nylon grid.
 ▪ Accurate fi ltering.
 ▪ No equal on the market !

Plastic paint strainer designed for placement inside the 
suction channel of the gravity cup of a spraygun.

NVZ 0190 Paint Strainer Fine 190 µm NVZ 0125 Paint Strainer Extra Fine 125 µm NVZ 0125 Paint strainer Rough 280 µm

NVZ Paint Strainer 226-400 µm

Paint strainersPaint strainers
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Protect your 
investment with cabin 

protecting line & 
pressure tank

OR

Cover large surfaces 
of clear coat and 

top coat 

Cover 

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SPG 80 10l pressure tank incl. 10m hose 
+ spray gun 1.80mm

1 20

SPG 81 Spray gun
nozzle 1.8mm for SPG 80

1 X

SPG 82 Set tubes 10m for SPG 80 1 X

SPG 81K1.2 spray gun kit 1.2mm 1 X

SPG 81K1.5 Spray gun kit 1.5mm 1 X

SPG 81K1.8 Spray gun kit 1.8mm 1 X

SPG 81K2.0 Spray gun kit 2.0mm 1 X

SPG 80 includes: 
spray gun 1.8mm 

nozzle and 10m 
hose. 

Pressure tank

 ▪ The ultimatte solution for spraying Cabin Protect: a 
combination of an aluminum spray gun, extended 10m 
double air/paint hose and a galvanized powder coated 
aluminum tank of 10 L allows you to apply in a very 
comfortable way any primer, basecoat or topcoat, water 
based or solvent based; ideal to apply the cabin protect 
in a fast way with an ultimatte result.

 ▪ Spray gun kit for SPG 81 available: nozzle, needle and 
aircap

SPG 80 10l pressure tank
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Watch movie
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SPG 500 Spray gun CC 500 
(black chrome) without nozzle

10 120

SPG 500C Cup for gravity spray gun 500ml 1 X

SPG 500K1.3 Spray gun kit 1.3 mm CC500 
nozzle, needle, aircap set

1 X

SPG 500K1.5 Spray gun kit 1.5mm CC500 
nozzle, needle, aircap set

1 X

SPG 500K1.8 Spray gun kit 1.8 mm CC500 
nozzle, needle, aircap set

1 X

SPG 500K2.0 Spray gun kit 2.0 mm CC500 
nozzle, needle, aircap set

1 X

SPG 500K2.5 Spray gun kit 2.5 mm CC500 
nozzle, needle, aircap set

1 X

SPG 100 Spray gun spot repair CC100 
(black chrome) nozzle 0,8 mm

20 X

SPG 100C Cup for gravity spray gun 100ml 1 X

SPG 100K0.8 Spray gun kit 0.8 mm CC100 
nozzle, needle, aircap set

1 X

SPG 100K1.0 Spray gun kit 1.0 mm CC100 
nozzle, needle, aircap set

1 X

SPG 100K1.1 Spray gun kit 1.1 mm CC100 
nozzle, needle, aircap sett

1 X

SPG 100K1.2 Spray gun kit 1.2 mm CC100 
nozzle, needle, aircap set

1 X

EQU 85 Spray gun support with magnet 
backing

5 X

SPG 100/500 Spray guns
 ▪ Ergonomic grip.
 ▪ Minimal overspray, maximum transfer effi ciency.
 ▪ LVLP technology: over 74% effective transfer effi ciency.
 ▪ Lightweight anodized aluminium body, available 

separately: stainless steel needle set.
 ▪ Can be used for waterbased and solvent based paints.
 ▪ Required airfeed pressure: between 1.8 and 2.2 bar.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

RJE 20 Rubber Jet 100 X

RJE 21 Rubber Jet with Orion connector 100 X

Rubber Jet is an air gun for use with the airline coupling. 
The rubber tip makes it possible to direct the airfl ow.

RJE Air guns

EQU 85

EQU 024

WJE

Spray guns & accessories

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

WJE 05 Windjet X X

EQU 024 Little tap for WJE 05 10 X

 ▪ Windjet air nozzles deliver a high performance fl at jet 
of compressed air.

 ▪ The nozzle (made of ABS plastic) is designed for cooling, 
drying and cleaning by hand or in a fi xed setup.

 ▪ Ideal for drying water based paint jobs on spot repairs.

WJE Windjet

RJE 21

RJE 20
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DDD 00 3D spray sample
 ▪ For test spraying ‘special effects’ colours.
 ▪ Black plastic with hang up slot.
 ▪ Dimensions (l x w x h): 230mm x 130mm x 45mm.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

DDD 00 3d spray sample plastic black 35p. 1 30

Spray guns& accessories

SSP Spray Sample Plates & 
accessories

 ▪ Metal plates, white or grey with black coverage line 
over the entire length. 

 ▪ Dimensions: 105mm x 150mm.
 ▪ Filing system for 250 plates with or without enveloppe. 

System carries one plastic fi ling box with 6 adjustable dividers, 
32 blank labels and a marker to make notes on the back of the 
plates. (SSP 40)

 ▪ Magnet holder (fork) and magnet stand for hands-free handling 
of the spray samples. (SSP 50)

 ▪ Drying oven for spray samples combines infrared drying with air 
drying and simulates warm air drying inside a spraybooth this way, 
for an optimum result. Drying oven is suitable for drying water based 
paints as well as solvent based paints. Drying oven has an air valve, 
temperature guage and timer. Power of the infrared lamp is 300W, 
electrical specifi cations are 220V, 1.5A, 50Hz and pressure intake has 
to be 3 bar. (ILO 10)

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SSP 00 Spray sample plates - White - 5 x 100p. 1 108

SSP 01 Spray sample plates - Grey - 5 x 100p. 1 108

SSP 02 Spray sample plates - Deep grey - 5 x 100p. 1 108

SSP 42 Envelopes for spray sample plates - 250p. 1 84

SSP 40 Filing system for spray sample plates 1 X

SSP 50 Holder and stand for spray sample plates 1 X

ILO 10 Drying oven for spray sample plates 1 60

ILO 48 Replacement lamp 300W infrared for drying oven 1 X

SSP 00-01-02

SSP 42

SSP 50

SSP 40

ILO 10 

SSP 42
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Degreaser

01 Eliminates salt and soap rests
By using 2 cloths the water based degreaser removes 
any trace of dirt from the surface and leaves no 
traces.

04 No Affects with rubber or plastic
The water based degreaser does not affect rubber or plastic, while 
solvent based degreasers almost always cause damage to the 
surface.

02 Can be used without mask or gloves
Next to being nature friendly, the water based degreaser 
can be used without any protective gear. 

DGR 05/25 is a solvent free, waterbased cleaner. Can be used to 
remove dirt, dust, swarf and to degrease all kinds of surfaces such 
as old paint layers, transport primer, other primers, metal (steel, but 
also aluminum and galvanized pieces) and plastic. To remove rests 
of tar or glue we recommend to use a solvent-based degreaser, 
or use DGR in combination with SBR, but for all other pollution 
(fl y, dirt, sanding dust, fat, fi nger prints, swarf, …) this waterbased 
cleaner offers a lot of advantages compared with the 
solventbased versions:

DGR Water based degreaser

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

DGR 05 Waterbased Degreaser 5l 1 96

DGR 25 Waterbased Degreaser 25l 1 28

DGR 200 Waterbased Degreaser 200l 1 2

BID 00 Tap for barrels 20/25/30l X X

SOF 25 Degreasing cloths - white - 280mm x 300mm 
100pcs/bucket

6 216

SOF 251 SOF 25 Refi ll - 6 rolls 1 99

A handy tool in degreasing, the well known SOF 19 now also available in a 
handy dispenser bucket which you can add 3l of DGR and always have your 
wipe ready for use!

SOF 25 Degreasing box

03 Antistatic action on the surface
In comparison with solvent based degreasers the water based 
degreaser completely nullifi es any static action on the surface. 

Finixa DGR is a solvent 
free, water based product 
that conforms to VOC is 
therefore nature friendly and 
biodegradable. 

SOF 25

DGR 05
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LSP 20 Pressure sprayer
 ▪ Pressure sprayer for spraying all kinds of liquids such as 

degreasers and cleaners.
 ▪ Solvent resistant due to viton parts.
 ▪ Specifi c resistance list available online.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

LSP 20 Pressure sprayer premium - 1l 60 360

LSP 50 Coding caps + holders - 5 p. 1 X

LSP 50 Coding caps
Tired of searching for the correct and/or misplaced pressure sprayer? 
Use the set of 5 coloured magnetic holders and coding caps to 
organise your workshop! The caps are placed over the sprayers 
nozzle so there is never a risk of contamination while refi lling. The 
holders can be fi xed to metal using the strong magnet or fi xed to 
any surface using 2 screws in the foreseen openings.

NEW
LSP 50

NEW

NEW

Specifi c resistance list available online.

Description (sales unit) Box PAL

Pressure sprayer premium - 1l 60 360

LSP 50 Coding caps + holders - 5 p. 1 X



Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SOF 11 Polishing cloths
380mm x 400mm - dispenser box - 400p.

1 48

SOF 19 Degreasing cloths - white 
330mm x 420mm 260p.

1 90

SOF 20 Degreasing cloths 
330mm x 420mm - 200p.

1 90

SOF 21 Degreasing cloths 
300mm x 380mm - 500p. on a roll

1 60

SOF 50 Cleaning cloths 
370mm x 400mm - dispenser box - 225p. 

1 60

SOF 52 Ceaning cloths 
380mm X 320mm - 500p. on a roll

1 40

SOF 60 3 layer cleaning paper - blue
380mm x 370mm - 1.000p. /roll 

1 40

SOF 62 2 layer cleaning paper - white
365mm x 240mm - 952p. /roll

1 96

SOF 11 Polishing cloths
 ▪ The cloths are very soft, voluminous,plush free and free of 

silicone.
 ▪ Can also be used for cockpit cleaning.
 ▪ Available perforated on a roll or in a dispenser box of 400 

pieces.

Cleaning paper white 2 layers and cleaning paper blue 3 layers 
for all kinds of maintenance.

SOF 60-62 Cleaning paperSOF 50-52 Cleaning cloths
 ▪ Universal cleaning clothwith a large absorption capacity.
 ▪ Comfortable handling due to the fact that these cloths are 

voluminous and soft.
 ▪ Suitable for all kinds of applications such as degreasing and 

cleaning with solvent based products or oil.

 ▪ The cloths have a large absorption capacity to hold as 
much degreaser as possible.

 ▪ Suitable for water based and solvent based degreasers.
 ▪ Plush free, re-usable and free of silicone.
 ▪ Available in a dispenser box, per 200 pieces (SOF 20)
 ▪ Available perforated on roll of 500 pieces (SOF 21)
 ▪ Now also available in white! (SOF 19)

SOF 19-20-21 Degreasing cloths

SOF 52

SOF 50

SOF 11

SOF 19

SOF 20

SOF 21

SOF 60

SOF 62

 ▪ Dispenser powder coated in blue.
 ▪ Tearing element helps to block the roll in the right position 

and tear off one or more cloths.
 ▪ For rolls with core of min. Ø5cm to max. Ø7cm 

and length min. 30cm to max. 37cm. 
 ▪ Available with bin bag fastner (SOF 92)

SOF 90-91 Paper roll dispenser
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TAK 00 Tack rags standard
80cm x 45cm - 50p.

1 120

TAK 01 Tack rags standard H2O 
80cm x 45cm - 50p.

1 120

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TAK 10 Tack rags CTI 
80cm x 80cm - 50p.

1 84

TAK 11 Tack rags CTI H2O 
80cm x 80cm - 50p.

1 84

TAK 00-01
Tack rags ‘standard’
Tack rags ‘standard’ H20

 ▪ Unique impregnation: never dries out - silicone free.
 ▪ Attention: before use unfold completely and then make a 

ball; use this ball to rub the surface gently, by which the 
rag will wipe away all dust.

 ▪ Attention: do not put pressure on the rag during use, as 
you might only move the dust in stead of wiping it away.

 ▪ Tack rag with a wavy surface structure: 
once removed from the packaging, instantly ready for use.

 ▪ Ideal for large surfaces.
 ▪ Attention: do not put pressure on the rag during use, 

as you might only move the dust in stead of wiping it 
away.

Extra advantage TAK 01:
 ▪ Impregnated with a waterbased product: 

works antistatic, unlike other tack rags.
 ▪ Never leaves traces of glue that could possibly cause 

a reaction with any paint.

Extra advantage TAK 11:
 ▪ Impregnated with a waterbased product: works antistatic, 

unlike other tack rags.
 ▪ Never leaves traces of glue that could possibly cause 

a reaction with any paint

TAK 10-11
Tack rags ‘CTI’
Tack rags ‘CTI’ H²O’

Tack rags
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 ▪ Unique impregnation: never dries out - silicone free.
 ▪ Ideal for large surfaces.
 ▪ Attention: do not put pressure on the rag during use, 

as you might only move the dust in stead of wiping it 
away.

 ▪ Now also available in individual packaging: TAK 31

Extra advantage TAK 30:
 ▪ Impregnated with a waterbased product: 

works antistatic, unlike other tack rags.
 ▪ Never leaves traces of glue that could possibly cause 

a reaction with any paint.
 ▪ Also ideal to quickly remove dust from furniture or other 

smooth objects in wood, metal or plastic.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TAK 30 Tack rags smooth
38cm x 45cm - 30x6p.

1 105

TAK 31 Tack rags smooth 
38cm x 45cm - 100x1p.

1 50

 ▪ Made of non-woven matterial, no cotton.
 ▪ Attention: before use unfold completely and then make a ball; 

use this ball to rub the surface gently, by which the rag will 
wipe away all dust 

 ▪ Attention: do not put pressure on the rag during use, 
as you might only move the dust in stead of wiping it away.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TAK 20 Tack rags soft
17cm x 45cm - 100p.

1 112

TAK 20 
Tack rags ‘soft’

TAK 30-31
Tack rags ‘smooth’

Tack rags

Unique anti static formula! 
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PLA 03 HDPE masking fi lm static in a box - green - 10µm 
380cm x 200m

1 32

CRM 20 Standard paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box 
400cm x 150m

1 55

CRM 40 Standard paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box 
400cm x 300m

1 32

FOL 40 Premium paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box 400cm 
x 200m

1 32

FOL 45 Premium paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box 500cm 
x 120m

1 32

FOL 46 Premium paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box 600cm 
x 150m

1 18

FOL 42 Premium+ paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box - 
400cm x 200m

1 32

CRM 40 Standard paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box 
400cm x 300m

1 32

FOL 40 Premium paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box 400cm 
x 200m

1 32

FOL 45 Premium paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box 500cm 
x 120m

1 32

FOL 46 Premium paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box 600cm 
x 150m

1 18

FOL 42 Premium+ paint absorbent masking fi lm in a box - 
400cm x 200m

1 32

With handy opening

 ▪ HDPE white transparant fi lm printed to indicate the paint 
absorbent side. 

 ▪ The fi lm is light transparent to facilitate cutting away 
the surface to be painted.

 ▪ fi lm is suffi ciently static to protect the vehicle from 
overspray and is folded in a way that the fi lm can be 
unrolled, unfolded and cut by only one person.

 ▪ Film has corona treatment for optimum paint absorption.

FOL 40-42-45-46 
Paint absorbent masking fi lm

 ▪ HDPE green masking fi lm is not paint absorbent and 
is used only for protection.

 ▪ Film has no corona treatment and needs to be combined with 
masking paper.

PLA 03 HDPE masking fi lm

Paint absorbing plastic & accessories

HDPE green masking fi lm is not paint absorbent and 
is used only for protection.

▪ Film has no corona treatment and needs to be combined with 
masking paper.

HDPE masking fi lm
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 ▪ The lilac transparent masking fi lm FOL 43 is not only agood 
static masking fi lm that holds paint on the exterior of the 
fi lm, but also has a special layer on the inner side of the fi lm 
to absorb rests of humidity on the car. This way you avoid 
white spots after spraying.

 ▪ After masking a wet surface, it’s possible that humidity 
settles into the old paint layer after spraying and drying, and 
this leaves white spots in the old paint layer. These spots can 
be removed by exposing the surface to infrared heating as 
infrared heats from inside out (polishing is NO OPTION) but 
prevention is better than curing. This lilac masking fi lm has 
the following advantages, just like all other masking fi lms:

 ▪ Excellent paint absorbing on the exterior side, logo printed 
side.

 ▪ Easily cut.
 ▪ Statically loaded so application can be made by 1 person.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 43 Premium+ paint & moisture absorb. mask. fi lm in 
a box lila  - 400cm x 150m

1 24

EQU 70 Dispenser for masking fi lm single 1 X

Paint absorbing plastic & accessories

FOL 43 Premium masking fi lm

Remark: 
 ▪ The absorption capacity of this fi lm is limited: the fi lm 

absorbs humidity, but a soaking wet car needs to be dried 
before masking.

 ▪ When applying be sure that the fi lm is put on the car with 
the logo to the outside, only this side is treated to hold 
paint and spray dust.

 ▪ Polishing is not an option

Tip: 
If white spots appear after masking with masking fi lm: 
NEVER try to solve this by polishing, spots will come back. 
Remove these spots by exposing the surface to Spectratek 
infrared short wave and the spots will disappear like snow 
in summer.

EQU 70

infrared heats from inside out (polishing is NO OPTION) but 
prevention is better than curing. This lilac masking fi lm has 
the following advantages, just like all other masking fi lms:
Excellent paint absorbing on the exterior side, logo printed 

Statically loaded so application can be made by 1 person.

PAL

24

X

▪ Polishing is not an option

Code

FOL 43

EQU 70
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Paint absorbing plastic & accessories

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

DAE 035 Masking fi lm
35cm x 25m - 20p.

1 90

DAE 060 Masking fi lm
60cm x 25m - 16p.

1 90

DAE 100 Masking fi lm 
100cm x 25m - 16p.

1 60

DAE 120 Masking fi lm
120cm x 25m - 16p.

1 60

DAE 180 Masking fi lm
180cm x 25m - 15p.

1 60

DAE 260 Masking fi lm 
260cm x 25m - 12p.

1 50

 ▪ Pre-cut, static masking fi lm with tape - to be torn by hand!
 ▪ Film is treated for optimum paint absorption.
 ▪ To be unfolded by right-handed people. 

 ▪ 40 gr/m² kraft paper.
 ▪ Pure, not recycled.
 ▪ One side glossy and therefore paintproof.
 ▪ Dustfree.
 ▪ Available in 6 sizes.
 ▪ Individual packed

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MAP B 020 Masking paper Kraft pure 20cm x 450m 
40 g/m²

X 125

MAP B 030 Masking paper Kraft pure 30cm x 450m 
40 g/m²

X 75

MAP B 040 Masking paper Kraft pure 40cm x 450m 
40 g/m²

X 75

MAP B 060 Masking paper Kraft pure 60cm x 450m 
40 g/m²

X 50

MAP B 090 Masking paper Kraft pure 90cm x 450m 
40 g/m²

X 25

MAP B 120 Masking paper Kraft pure 120cm x 450m 
40 g/m²

X 25

PLA 50  Cutter for masking fi lm standard
PLA 52  Cutter for masking fi lm premium

DAE  Masking fi lm with 
pre-treatment

MAP B  Masking paper 40 g/m2

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PLA 50 Cutter for masking fi lm - standard 250 X

PLA 52 Cutter for masking fi lm - premium 10 X

PLA 55 Replacement blades for premium cutter10p. 10 X

MAP B
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Paint absorbing plastic & accessories

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 65 Wheel well protection cover 
88 x 58 x 20cm

X 100

FOL 66 Wheel well protection cover 
96 x 64 x 22cm

X 100

 ▪ This cover does not only protect the wheel, but the entire 
wheel well area against overspray. Use both handles to 
pull together the cover, insert in wheel well and let go. 
The steel spring inside will secure the cover in place.

 ▪ The cover also prevents dust from coming out 
of the wheel well while spraying.

 ▪ Available in three dimensions.

FOL 65-66 Wheel well protection cover

 ▪ TMF saves time in masking the traditional way of the tyre, or 
to avoid taking off the tyre entirely and to be balanced again 
afterwards still repainting the rim  completely including the 
edge and beyond.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TMF 80 Rim masking fi lm
4x20p. in dispenserbox

X 48

TMF 80  Rim masking fi lm

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PLA 81 Wheel covers 20µm 
250p. - 70 x 34.5 x 90cm

1 96

PLA 81  Wheel well protection cover

PAL

100

100

This cover does not only protect the wheel, but the entire 
wheel well area against overspray. Use both handles to 
pull together the cover, insert in wheel well and let go. 
The steel spring inside will secure the cover in place.

Wheel well protection cover

▪ TMF saves time in masking the traditional way of the tyre, or 
to avoid taking off the tyre entirely and to be balanced again 
afterwards still repainting the rim  completely including the 
edge and beyond.

Code

TMF 80

TMF 80

PLA 81

TMF 80
33 - 58 inches
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Next to the familiar round versions (SPT 13-17), we now also 
have an oval version available (SPT 25). This offers the following 
advantages:
 ▪ Unlike SPT 13-17, SPT 25 does not need to be stuck to the 

inside of the backwing, but to the inside of the door. 
This has 2 important advantages:

 ▪ The paint never comes in contact with the glue layer of SPT 25.
 ▪ Furthermore SPT 25 can still be repositioned for a perfect 

fi nishing, after closing the door (see application photos).
 ▪ SPT 25 is eccentrically glued on the right side, due to 

which this foam is perfect to use with fade out spraying, 
without edge forming.

SPT Spon tape

 ▪ Rounded foam strip for masking joints between two panels.
 ▪ One side of the strip has been treated with heat resistant 

adhesive. Simply stick to the inside of one of the panels and 
close the other panel.

 ▪ Protects the joint perfectly, absorbs the paint and avoids edge 
building.

 ▪ After drying remove directly to avoid adhesive staying on the 
panel.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SPT 13 Spon tape 13mm x 50m 1 119

SPT 17 Spon tape 17mm x 40m 1 119

SPT 25 Spon tape 25mm x 37m 1 119

SPT 05 Flexi no edge blending tape 15mm x 25m 1 210

 ▪ Foam tape helps blending out clear coats and 2K topcoats
 ▪ Can be used to avoid edge forming by applying primers
 ▪ Time savings in sanding primers and polishing clear coats
 ▪ Flexible application, also on round forms 
 ▪ Easy to use for masking curves
 ▪ TIP: remove before drying to avoid glue rests

SPT 05 Flexi no edge blending tape

Masking

Spon tape 13mm x 50m

Spon tape 17mm x 40m

Spon tape 25mm x 37m

Flexi no edge blending tape 15mm x 25m

SPT 05

SPT 17
SPT 13 SPT 25

Tip: 
Make sure the adhesive cannot make contact with the 
paint to exclude chemical reactions.

Tip: 
Make sure the surface is well degreased before applying SPT.

Tip: 
Never stretch the foam to garantee a good adhesion. 
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 ▪ Strong but tearable cloth based tape, ideal as a problem 
solver and very suitable for protecting the bodywork 
against sanding through paint on an adjacent area.

 ▪ Does not leave glue behind after removal.
 ▪ Can be handy for towing and transporting a damaged 

vehicle.
 ▪ Available in silver or black.
 ▪ High quality.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TAP 50 Duct tape grey - 50mm x 50m - 18 rolls 1 48

TAP 52 Duct tape black - 50mm x 50m - 18 rolls 1 48

TAP 50-52 Duct tape

Tapes

TAP 50

TAP 52
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 ▪ Traditional high quality automotive masking tape.
 ▪ Can be used with all automotive paints, mainly with 

solvent based paints.
 ▪ Excellent adhesion on most surfaces.
 ▪ Heat resistant: 

 10 minutes at 100 °C
 30 minutes at 80 °C
 60 minutes at 60 °C
 ▪ Carrier: 59 g/m² crêpe paper.
 ▪ Thickness: 0,125mm.
 ▪ Adhesive strength on steel: 4,8 N/25mm.

 ▪ Masking tape of the new generation.
 ▪ Can be used with all water and solvent based automotive 

paints.
 ▪ Solvent and water resistant.
 ▪ Excellent adhesion on all surfaces, also on plastics and rubbers.
 ▪ More fl exible than traditional masking tape.
 ▪ Can easily be used in soft curves and can replace fi ne line tape.
 ▪ Heat resistant: 30 minutes at 100 °C Suitable for oven drying.
 ▪ Ultra thin carrier (0,08mm): Japanese fl at paper (rice paper).
 ▪ Adhesive strength on steel: 4,8 N/25mm.
 ▪ Saves a considerable amount of time during disassembly and 

assembly.
 ▪ Never leaves traces of glue, not even on polycarbonite of head 

and tail lights.

 ▪ Entirely saturated masking tape of high adhesive strength.
 ▪ Can be used with all water and solvent based paints.
 ▪ Easily removable.
 ▪ Fit to use in combination with wet sanding.
 ▪ Excellent adhesion on most surfaces.
 ▪ Solvent resistant.
 ▪ Heat resistant: 30 minutes at 120 °C
 ▪ Carrier: 63g/m² green saturated crêpe paper; water 

resistant.
 ▪ Thickness: 0,130mm.
 ▪ Adhesive strength on steel: 4,8 N/25mm.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MST 719 Masking tape 120 ° C
19mm x 50m - 48p.

1 48

MST 725 Masking tape 120 °C 
25mm x 50m - 36p.

1 48

MST 730 Masking tape 120 °C
30mm x 50m - 32p.

1 48

MST 738 Masking tape 120 °C 
38mm x 50m - 24p.

1 48

MST 750 Masking tape 120 °C 
50mm x 50m - 24p.

1 36

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 819 Masking tape gold- 19mm x 50m - 48p. 1 84

FOL 825 Masking tape gold- 25mm x 50m - 36p. 1 84

FOL 830 Masking tape gold - 30mm x 50m - 32p. 1 48

FOL 838 Masking tape gold- 38mm x 50m - 24p. 1 84

FOL 850 Masking tape gold- 50mm x 50m - 18p. 1 36

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 919 Masking tape 100 °C 
19mm x 50m - 48p.

1 48

FOL 925 Masking tape 100 °C 
25mm x 50m - 36p.

1 48

FOL 930 Masking tape 100 °C
30mm x 50m - 32p.

1 48

FOL 938 Masking tape 100 °C 
38mm x 50m - 24p.

1 48

FOL 950 Masking tape 100 °C 
50mm x 50m - 24p.

1 36

MST 700 
Masking tape 120 °C

FOL 800
Masking tape gold 100 °C

FOL 900
Masking tape 100 °C

Tapes
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 ▪ Masking tape with 13mm plastic strip for masking 
around wind screens. Simply place the plastic strip 
between rubber and panel and then pull away the 
rubber from the panel by attaching the tape to the 
window.

 ▪ Easy to cut to size with scissors.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 51 Lifting tape -10mm x 10m - 1p. 10 1080

FOL 51
Lifting tape

 ▪ masking tape with 10mm plastic strip for masking 
around wind screens. Simply place the plastic strip 
between rubber and panel and then pull away the 
rubber from the panel by attaching the tape to the 
window.

 ▪ The tape and strips are perforated 
every 46mm, so they can be torn by hand.

 ▪ Always tear from the plastic side to the tape side.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 51ET Lifting tape ‘Easy Tear’ 10mm x 10m - 1p. 10 1080

FOL 51ET
Lifting tape ‘Easy Tear’

 ▪ Masking tape with two different sized plastic strips for 
masking various area of the vehicle. The combination 
of two plastic strips makes it possible to use one tape 
for three different applications. Simply place one, two 
or the two strips folded together between rubber and 
panel and then pull away the rubber from the panel by 
attaching the tape to the wind screen.

 ▪ The tape and strips are perforated every 42mm, so they 
can be torn by hand.

 ▪ Always tear from the plastic side 
to the tape side.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 501MT Lifting tape ‘Easy Tear’ 10mm x 10m - 1p. 10 1080

FOL 501MT
Lifting tape ‘Multi’ 

Tapes

▪ Masking tape with 13mm plastic strip for masking 
around wind screens. Simply place the plastic strip 
between rubber and panel and then pull away the 

Lifting tape
FOL 51ET
Lifting tape ‘Easy Tear’

▪ Masking tape with two different sized plastic strips for 
masking various area of the vehicle. The combination 
of two plastic strips makes it possible to use one tape 
for three different applications. Simply place one, two 
or the two strips folded together between rubber and 
panel and then pull away the rubber from the panel by 
attaching the tape to the wind screen.

▪ The tape and strips are perforated every 42mm, so they 
can be torn by hand.

▪ Always tear from the plastic side 
to the tape side.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 501MT Lifting tape ‘Easy Tear’ 10mm x 10m - 1p. 10 1080

FOL 501MT
Lifting tape ‘Multi’

Masking tape with 13mm plastic strip for masking 
around wind screens. Simply place the plastic strip 
between rubber and panel and then pull away the 
rubber from the panel by attaching the tape to the 
window.

▪ Easy to cut to size with scissors.

Code

▪ masking tape with 10mm plastic strip for masking 
around wind screens. Simply place the plastic strip 
between rubber and panel and then pull away the 
rubber from the panel by attaching the tape to the 

The tape and strips are perforated 
every 46mm, so they can be torn by hand.
Always tear from the plastic side to the tape side.

Description (sales unit) Box PAL

Lifting tape ‘Easy Tear’ 10mm x 10m - 1p. 10 1080

Lifting tape ‘Easy Tear’

FOL 501MT

Easy to cut to size with scissors.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 51 Lifting tape -10mm x 10m - 1p. 10 1080

rubber from the panel by attaching the tape to the 
window.

▪ The tape and strips are perforated 
every 46mm, so they can be torn by hand.

▪ Always tear from the plastic side to the tape side.

Code Description (sales unit)

FOL 51ET Lifting tape ‘Easy Tear’ 10mm x 10m - 1p.
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 ▪ Acrylic adhesive base tape for attaching 
protection strips on to vehicles.

 ▪ Acryl as adhesive basis gives strong initial 
contact which offers superior adhesion given any 
temperature.

 ▪ Good degreasing of the panel before application 
already means half of a good result.

 ▪ The advantage of this unique acrylic tape is that the 
initial strength after 2 minutes is 80% of the total, 
where traditional double sided foam tape requires 12 to 
24 hours to reach the same strength.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

DZB 04 Double sided tape 4mm x 10m 10 X

DZB 06 Double sided tape 6mm x 10m 10 X

DZB 09 Double sided tape 9mm x 10m 10 X

DZB 12 Double sided tape 12mm x 10m 10 X

DZB 15 Double sided tape 15mm x 10m 10 X

DZB 19 Double sided tape 19mm x 10m 10 X

DZB 25 Double sided tape 25mm x 10m 10 X

DZB 04-25
Double sided tape red

 ▪ PVC tape for specifi c masking tasks such as spraying of 
multiple colours, art-work or ‘custom painting’.

 ▪ This tape is thinner and more fl exible.
 ▪ The excellent adhesive quality makes it possible to mask 

on plastics and rubber.
 ▪ 7 different sizes available.
 ▪ Unique stretch.

FOL 303-325
Fine line tape blue

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 303 Fine line tape - 3mm x 33m 10 X

FOL 306 Fine line tape - 6mm x 33m 10 X

FOL 309 Fine line tape - 9mm x 33m 10 X

FOL 312 Fine line tape - 12mm x 33m 10 X

FOL 315 Fine line tape - 15mm x 33m 10 X

FOL 319 Fine line tape - 19mm x 33m 10 X

FOL 325 Fine line tape - 25mm x 33m 10 X

Tapes

DZB 05-25

FOL 303-325
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 ▪ Kneadable gum for removing paint overspray  without harming the lacquer.
 ▪ Apply the cleaner to the surface and rub the overspray away with the gum.
 ▪ Can also be used to remove other smut from the lacquer: 

such as tar, tree resin, ...

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

ACG 00 Auto clean gum grey (premium) - 200gr X X

ACG 00 Auto clean gum

Problem solvers for non-paint refi nishing

DRF 50DRF 05DRF 10

 ▪ A dust fi le made of very hard metal for removal of dust and 
dirt from dried paint.

 ▪ Simply lay the fi le fl at down on the surface and gently cut 
the contamination out of the paint with a minimum of 
damage.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

DRF 05 Dust removal fi le rounded X X

DRF 10 Dust removal fi le straight X X

DRF 50 Magnetic holder for dust removal fi le for 
DRF 10

X X

DRF Dust removal fi le
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 ▪ A set contains one penholder with 10 replacement needles, 
individually packed in a blister.

 ▪ The needles have microscopic small hooks which make it 
possible to remove dust and dirt from wet paint.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

CNS 10 Cleaning needle set X X

CNS 12 Replacement needles in a blister - 10p. 15 X

CNS Cleaning needle set

 ▪ 100 touch up tips packed in a convenient and dust free dispenser. 
Ideal for touching up small paint damage and stone chips.

 ▪ The plastic shaft with plush free tip is disposable, convenient and 
cheaper than a classic brush. Always a clean tip at hand!

 ▪ Can also be used as a pencil. By changing the pressure, 
you receive a bigger or smaller print. Ideal for making small lines.

 ▪ Available in 3 thicknesses:
 ▪ blue (regular) PMP 20 = 2,0mm

yellow (fi ne) PMP 21 = 1,5mm
white (very fi ne) PMP 22 = 1,0mm

 ▪ Thickness of the applicator = 3,28mm

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PMP 20 Touch up tips in a dispenser - 100p.
REGULAR - blue - 2,0mm

96 X

PMP 21 Touch up tips in a dispenser - 100p.
FINE - yellow - 1,5mm

96 X

PMP 22 Touch up tips in a dispenser - 100p.
VERY FINE - white - 1,0mm

96 X

PMP Touch up tips

 ▪ Hollow plastic wire for masking around windows with large 
rubbers (older type).

 ▪ By using the different tools the wire can be inserted under 
the rubber so the window can be masked off more easily 
and one can paint under the rubber.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 02 Lifting cable 2mm x 167m 6 90

FOL 03 Lifting cable 3mm x - 125m 6 90

FOL 04 Lifting cable 4mm x - 100m 6 90

FOL 05 Lifting cable 5mm x - 77m 6 90

FOL 06 Lifting cable 6mm x - 63m 6 90

FOL 02-03-04-05-06
Lifting wire

Problem solvers for non-paint refi nishing

CNS 10

CNS 12

PMP 22

PMP 21

PMP 20

Cleaning needle set

100 touch up tips packed in a convenient and dust free dispenser. 

The plastic shaft with plush free tip is disposable, convenient and 

you receive a bigger or smaller print. Ideal for making small lines.

Box PAL

96 X

96 X

FOL 02-03-04-05-06
Lifting wire

CNS 10

CNS 12

PMP 22

PMP 21

PMP 20

Code

PMP 20

PMP 21

PMP 22

PMP
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Universal primer in light grey, grey and dark grey, and white suitable to fi nish with all solvent and water 
based 1K and 2K paints, can be applied on all surfaces, ideal for fast repairs after sanding too hard. Also ideal 
for spot or panel repair, especially for smaller surfaces, apply fi ne layers.If you desire a thick layer: fi rst apply 
1 full layer at a distance of 30-35cm and afterwards fi nish with a crosswise layer at a distance of 20cm. All 
primer sprays have a special nozzle which sprays a fl at vertical pattern, comparable with spray gun. Primer 
with a high viscosity: shake the can very well before the fi rst use.

Ideal adhesion promoter to be used on most plastics
• Spray one light coat
• Excellent adhesion
• Fast drying
• Paintable after 10 minutes

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 110 Primer - light grey - 400ml 12 672

TSP 120 Primer - grey - 400ml 12 672

TSP 130 Primer - dark grey - 400ml 12 672

TSP 140 Primer - white - 400ml 12 672

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 030 Adhesion primer -400ml 12 672 

TSP 110 - 120 - 130 - 140 Primer 
Light grey/grey/dark grey/white

TSP 030 Adhesion primer

NEW

NEW

NEW

Technical spray cans

TSP 140

TSP 030
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Alkyd resin based zinc-phosphate anti-corrosion primer 
offers rust protection for SPOT, MIG & TIG welding 
applications. High concentration of zinc in the dry fi lm in 
a fast drying formulation to speed up the welding process 
with limited impact on the weld. Has excellent adhesive 
properties. The product can be used before and after 
welding. Zinc phosphate primer can be painted over with 
most types of lacquer systems. 

Acrylate resin based copper anti-corrosion primer offers 
rust protection for SPOT, MIG & TIG welding applications. 
High concentration of copper in the dry fi lm in a fast 
drying formulation to speed up the welding process 
with limited impact on the weld. Has excellent adhesive 
properties. The product can be used before and after 
welding. Copper primer can be painted over with most 
types of lacquer systems.

Etching primer to be used on most metal surfaces 
including aluminium. Excellent anti corrosion protection 
and can be painted over with any 1 or 2K primer/fi ller.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 190 Etch primer - 400ml 12 672

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 810 Weld thru primer zinc phosphate 400ml 12 672

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 530 Weld thru primercopper - 400ml 12 672

NEW

TSP 190 Etch primer
NEW NEW NEW

TSP 810 Weld-Thru primer 
Zinc phosphate

TSP 530 Weld-thru primer 
Copper

 ▪ This zinc spray can be used to protect naked metal 
temporarily before or after welding, can also be used for 
spot welding, paintable with all 1 and 2K paints, solvent 
and water based paints. 

 ▪ Contains 85% zinc.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 410 Zinc spray - 400ml 12 672

TSP 410 Zinc spray

Technical spray cans

TSP 810

TSP 530

TSP 190

NEW
TSP 810

NEW
TSP 530

▪ Contains 85% zinc.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 410 Zinc spray - 400ml 12 672

Etching primer to be used on most metal surfaces 
including aluminium. Excellent anti corrosion protection 
and can be painted over with any 1 or 2K primer/fi ller.

Code

TSP 190

TSP 190
NEW
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Black matt paint for quick plastic repair or to 
cover up overspray on plastic inner parts in a fast 
and easy way.

Two more aerosols completing the program, two alloy silver 
color repair tools, one is medium bright, the other is very 
bright and ultrafi ne to assure both are able to repair in a 
fast and easy way most of the alloy wheels on the market.

Now with new pre-mounted magnets on the back

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 910 Matt black spray - 400ml 12 672

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 520 Wheel spray silver - light and ultrafi ne - 400ml 12 672

TSP 525 Wheel spray silver - medium light & fi ne - 400ml 12 672

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSD 50 Magnetic aerosol holder 10 500

TSP 910 Matt black

TSP 520-525 Wheel spray
Ultrafi ne & Fine

TSD 50 Magnetic aerosol holder

Technical spray cans
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Fast drying high build 2K polyester spray putty. 
A SMART repair solution:
 ▪ Fast drying, sandable after 1 hour curing at 20°C and 

normal humidity.
 ▪ High build capacity up to 100µm in 3 layers (leave 

fl ash off 5 minutes between layers)
 ▪ Excellent adhesion on bare metal, galvanised 

substrates and sanded old paint jobs.
 ▪ Can be sprayed over with all common 1K Base- and 

2K Topcoat Systems on the market.
 ▪ Isocyanate-free and solvent-free

2K clear coat for the professional user: a SMART repair 
solution. Apply 2 layers with an interval of 10 minutes 
to get the perfect spray gun fi nish which is scratch-
free, petrol and UV-resistant and suffers no weather 
infl uences. Product is isocyanate-free. 

Blending solvent to dissolve edges of clear coats 
making a perfect transition between old and new clear 
coat. Universal use as it is compatible with all A-brands 
clear coats, no spray gun needed so much faster in 
SMART repair.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 720 2k spray putty - 250ml 6 696

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 710 2k clear coat - 250 ml 6 696

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 920 Fade out thinner - 400 ml 12 672

NEW

NEW

NEW
TSP 720 2k spray putty

TSP 710 2k clear coat

TSP 920 Fade out thinner

Technical spray cans

NEW
TSP 920

NEW

NEW

TSP 710

TSP 720
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Flexible, good adhesion and high solventbased stone chip 
protection in grey or black color.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

AGB 01 Anti-gravel coating paintable - black - 1l 12 600

AGG 01 Anti-gravel coating paintable - grey - 1l 12 600

AGB & AGG Anti-gravel Coating 
Grey & Black

Anti gravel, deliverable in light grey and black, supplied 
with a round thick spray jet to apply the viscous product 
in thicker layers. To become a composition of layers: apply 
crosswise layers at a distance of 35cm, shortening the 
distance means a more glossy result, can be painted with 
all 1 and 2K paints.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 210 Anti-gravel - grey - 400ml 12 672

TSP 230 Anti-gravel - black - 400ml 12 672

TSP 210-230 Anti-gravel
Grey & Black

Unique product ! Thanks to unique composition this 
sanding guide can be sanded after 3 seconds at 20 
°C without fi lling the sanding paper. Contrary to most 
comparable products in the market this product causes no 
extra abrasive consumption. Available in black and green.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 310 Sanding guide - Black - 400ml 12 672

TSP 320 Sanding guide - Fluo green - 400ml 12 672

TSP 310-320 Sanding guide 
Black & fl uo green

Technical spray cans

CPS 00CPS 00
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 ▪ A spray can, can be pre-fi lled with a propellant balanced to 
be compatible with most brands of water based paints. The 
paint is transferred via a fi lling device into the can to produce a 
ready-to-use end product (dealers liability)

 ▪ Adaptable spray nozzle for horizontal (spray gun-effect) to 
round (for closed parts) alignment of the spray pattern

 ▪ Higher spray rate and higher working speed
 ▪ Ideal for spot repair

 ▪ A spray can, can be pre-fi lled with propellant to be compatible 
with most brands of solvent based paints. The paint is 
transferred via a fi lling device into the can to produce a ready-
to-use end product (dealers liability)

 ▪ Adaptable spray nozzle for horizontal (spray gun-effect) to 
round (for closed parts) alignment of the spray pattern

 ▪ Higher spray rate and higher working speed
 ▪ Ideal for spot repair

Set of 10 spare nozzles, clearly identifi ed by the symbol 
refering to the used aerosol.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 100 Prefi ll Solvent-Based - 400ml 12 672 Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 900 Prefi ll Water-based - 400ml 12 1176

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 1XX Nozzle Set - TSP 1 & TSP 310, 320 xx xx

TSP 2XX Nozzle Set - TSP 2 xx xx

TSP 4XX Nozzle Set - TSP 410 xx xx

TSP 5XX Nozzle Set - TSP 520, 525 & 030 xx xx

TSP 900 Prefi ll Water-Based
TSP 100 Prefi ll Solvent-Based 

Nozzle sets

NEW

NEW

NEW
NEW

Technical spray cans

Unique adjusteable nozzles.

NEW
NEWTSP 100

TSP 900
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Every now and then, our industry is introduced to what might look 
as simple designed but in practice turns out to be a revolutionary 
performance. Foam it! is such a product. 
Foam it! is an ammonia free universal water based cleaner and degreaser 
in an aerosol. In contradiction to what is on the market already, Foam 
it! is not only ammonia free but leaves a thin foam layer once sprayed 
on the surface, which makes it easy to wipe off without excessive foam 
doing nothing then foaming. The thin foam releases all kind of dirt 
and grease almost instantly from any surface and wipes off very easily, 
without leaving any traces. Can be used as a general purpose automotive 
or domestic cleaner, but also as a preparation before painting or plastic 
repair considering its unique degreasing formula.

The applications are endless but to give you a few, it can be used as the 
perfect:
• Dry cleaner for cars (exterior painted parts, carwash without water)
• Car interiors (plastic, leather, wood, metal, glass) as on dashboards, 

door panels, LCD screens
• Kitchen cleaner and bathroom cleaner thanks to its anti-bacterial 

quality
• Window cleaner, mirror cleaner, TV cleaner
• Rim cleaner
• Application: Foam it! and wipe off with a soft micro-Fibre or non-

woven wipe

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSP 600 Foam-it - 500 ml 12 1008

TSP 600 Foam it
NEW

NEW
TSP 600
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03 PANEL REPAIR
sanding

Fillers/putties

Seam sealer & glues

Plastic repair

42

68

63

70
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 ▪ Sanding pad 8 holes, Ø 125mm
 ▪ Supplied with the necessary spacers and different bolts
 ▪ Fits on all types of sanding machines

 ▪ S for soft, generally used on sanding machines with 
2,5mm deviation and grit P400 or fi ner.

 ▪ M for medium, generally used on sanding machines 
with 5mm deviation and grit P400 or coarser.

Flexible sanding pad adaptor (SAM 36-37) that changes 
the existing medium or solid pad on the sanding 
machine into a soft pad, and this way it will be possible 
to combine with fi ner sanding paper, P600 and fi ner.
 ▪ Alternative is to replace the mediumpad (SAM 15M) 

directly by the soft pad (SAM15S).
 ▪ 5mm or 10mm - 15 holes

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAM 15M
Sanding pad velcro 15 holes 
MEDIUM universal Ø 125mm

1 X

SAM 15S
Sanding pad velcro 15 holes 
SOFT universal Ø 150mm

1 X

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAM 36
Sanding pad adaptor soft velcro 10mm 
for SPDA/SFDA - 15 holes

1 X

SAM 37
Sanding pad adaptor soft velcro 5mm 
for SPDA/SFDA - 15 holes

1 X

 ▪ Sanding pad 15 holes, Ø 150mm
 ▪ Supplied with the necessary spacers and different bolts
 ▪ Fits on all types of sanding machines

 ▪ S for soft, generally used on sanding machines with 2,5mm 
deviation and grit P400 or fi ner.

 ▪ M for medium, generally used on sanding machines with 
5mm deviation and grit P400 or coarser.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAM 125S
Sanding pad velcro 8 holes 
SOFT universal Ø 125mm

1 X

SAM 125M
Sanding pad velcro 8 holes 
MEDIUM universal Ø 125mm

1 X

SAM 15 Sanding pad velcro
15 holes - Ø 150mm

SAM 125 Sanding pad universal velcro 
8 holes - Ø 125mm

SAM 36-37 
Soft interface pads 5 - 10 mm

sanding

NEW

SAM 36

SAM 37

NEW
SAM 125
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 ▪ These two new DA sanders with an orbital of 2,5 and 5mm, 
will complete the existing sander program. 

 ▪ The high quality sanders SAM 50 and SAM 51 are extremely 
quiet in use (less than 82 dB)

 ▪ Gives almost no vibrations (less than 2,5m/s2)

 ▪ Ergonomic eccentric sanding machine.
 ▪ Diameter bottom velcro, 15 holes: 150mm.
 ▪ Available with 2,5mm deviation, for fi nishing work, P400 and 

fi ner sanding paper. 
 ▪ Available with 5,0mm deviation, for preparation work, P400 

and coarser sanding paper.
 ▪ Built-in speed control, can be adjusted continuously between 

0 - 20 000 rpm.
 ▪ Extremely light: 660gr. including sanding pad.
 ▪ Vibration free and reliable thanks to four layers: 2 above and 

2 under the motor.
 ▪ Composite motor on rotor blades.
 ▪ Built-in option to work with or without hoover.
 ▪ 112l/min at 6,3 bar.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAM 00
Pneumattic eccentric sanding machine 
standard - Ø 150mm - 2,5mm deviation

10 200

SAM 01
Pneumattic eccentric sanding machine 
standard - Ø 150mm - 5,0mm deviation

10 200

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAM 00
Pneumattic eccentric sanding machine 
standard - Ø 150mm - 2,5mm deviation

12 192

SAM 01
Pneumattic eccentric sanding machine 
standard - Ø 150mm - 5,0mm deviation

12 192

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MSP 00 Mini Sander Polisher 10 200

SAM 00-01 Standard pneumattic eccentric 
sanding machines & accessories

SAM 50-51 Premium pneumattic eccentric 
sanding machines & accessories

MSP 00 Mini Sander Polisher

sanding

NEW

SAM 00-01

SAM 50-51

NEW
MSP 00
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAB 07 Sanding block - ergonomic grip 
+ 3 different shapes

1 X

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAB 50 Board for sanding blocks 1 X

 ▪ Set of sanding blocks with 3 different shapes.
 ▪ Use your sanding disks on your universal sanding blocks.
 ▪ Ergonomic grip.
 ▪ 3 Different shapes to sand fl at, concave and convex surfaces.
 ▪ No more waste of half-used sanding discs.

SAB 50 Velcro board

SAB 07 Sanding block fl at hand grip + 3 
different shapes 

 ▪ The organizer for your sanding gear.
 ▪ Can easily contain most of your used sanding blocks and 2 

eccentric sanders.
 ▪ The organization can be personalized, therefore the 

photograph is showing only one possibility.

sanding
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAB 30
Sanding block with extraction
70 x 125mm - 8 holes

1 X

SAB 31
Sanding block with extraction
70 x 198mm - 8 holes

1 X

SAB 32
Sanding block with extraction
70 x 400mm - 14 holes

1 X

SAB 33
Sanding block with extraction
115 x 230mm - 10 holes

1 X

SAB 07 Sanding block - ergonomic grip 
+ 3 different shapes

1 X

SAB 50 Board for sanding blocks 1 X

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAB 35 Sanding block with extraction - 70 x 148mm - 8 holes 1 X

 ▪ Ergonomic grip.
 ▪ Balanced weight distribution for an equal pressure.
 ▪ Equipped with a connection for the exhaust tube.
 ▪ Equipped with a rounded angle to remove easily the used 

sanding paper.

 ▪ Ergonomic grip.
 ▪ Balanced weight distribution for an equal pressure.
 ▪ Equipped with a connection for the exhaust tube.
 ▪ Equipped with a rounded angle to remove easily the used 

sanding paper.

SAB Sanding block with extraction

SAB 35 Sanding block with extraction

sanding
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GREEN:
• Film disc
• Faster
• Longer
• Without clogging
• Old paints & new paints
• High solid primers & clearcoats 

& Polyester putties

Based on our experience in the professional body shop and in corporation 
with several paint manufacturers, we have developed a complete program 
of abrasives adapted to the latest technology in car refi nishing. With the 
introduction of environmental friendly paints, high solid products, UV 
primers and clear coats, application of water based paints, anti-scratch 
coatings, self-repairing clear coats, anti-chip clear coats, … into the 
automotive refi nish, 21st century abrasives requirements have evolved 
substantially.

Therefore with abrasives, one does not only get a complete program in 
different shapes to be used by hand or with a sander, but a cost effective 
product that is fast, sharp and long-lasting on any modern application. 

Code Grit Box Outer box

SFDA 0060 P60 50 8

SFDA 0080 P80 100 8

SFDA 0100 P100 100 8

SFDA 0120 P120 100 8

SFDA 0150 P150 100 8

SFDA 0180 P180 100 8

SFDA 0220 P220 100 8

SFDA 0240 P240 100 8

SFDA 0280 P280 100 8

SFDA 0320 P320 100 8

SFDA 0360 P360 100 8

SFDA 0400 P400 100 8

SFDA 0500 P500 100 8

SFDA 0600 P600 100 8

SFDA 0800 P800 100 8

SFDA 1000 P1000 100 8

SFDA 1200 P1200 100 8

SFDA 1500 P1500 100 8

SFDA 2000 P2000 100 8

SAM 00-01-50-51 Sanding machine

SAB 01-07 Sanding block

SFDA Sanding disc
Ø 150mm - 15 holes

& Polyester putties

Sanding paper

sanding
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RED:
• Paper disc 
• Faster
• Longer
• Without clogging
• Old paints & new paints
• High solid primers & clear 

coats & Polyester putties
Code Grit Box Outer box

SPDA 0040 P40 50 8

SPDA 0060 P60 50 8

SPDA 0080 P80 100 8

SPDA 0100 P100 100 8

SPDA 0120 P120 100 8

SPDA 0150 P150 100 8

SPDA 0180 P180 100 8

SPDA 0220 P220 100 8

SPDA 0240 P240 100 8

SPDA 0280 P280 100 8

SPDA 0320 P320 100 8

SPDA 0360 P360 100 8

SPDA 0400 P400 100 8

SPDA 0500 P500 100 8

SPDA 0600 P600 100 8

SPDA 0800 P800 100 8

SPDA 1000 P1000 100 8

SPDA 1200 P1200 100 8

SPDA 1500 P1500 100 10

SPDA 2000 P2000 100 10

SPDA 2500 P2500 100 10

SPDA 3000 P3000 100 10

SAM 00-01-50-51 Sanding machine

SAB 01-07 Sanding block

The technology is the result of years of trial and error combined with the feedback 
of paint manufacturers. Where in the past an abrasive was a question of getting a 
grid glued to a paper laminated with Velcro, today’s abrasives are:

 ▪ Double glued layer of the grid avoiding detachment of the grit.
 ▪ Blue fi red aluminium oxide grid partly enriched with diamond based powder, 

increasing the durability.
 ▪ Uniformed orientation of the grit on the backing, insuring the sharpest point 

of the grit is making contact with the surface increasing the sharpness and 
speed during sanding.

 ▪ Stearate hot melted coating avoiding clogging of dust particles into the 
abrasive 
making the paper long lasting.

Besides the standard shapes hereby in our catalogue, we complete our program 
more and more with “specials”, to be discovered in the following pages.

SPDA Sanding disc
Ø 150mm - 15 holes

• High solid primers & clear 
coats & Polyester putties

Outer box

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

10

10

10

10

more and more with “specials”, to be discovered in the following pages.

sanding
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Code Grit Box Outer box

SPDD 0080 P80 100 10

SPDD 0100 P100 100 10

SPDD 0120 P120 100 10

SPDD 0150 P150 100 10

SPDD 0180 P180 100 10

SPDD 0220 P220 100 10

SPDD 0240 P240 100 10

SPDD 0280 P280 100 10

SPDD 0320 P320 100 10

SPDD 0360 P360 100 10

SPDD 0400 P400 100 10

SPDD 0500 P500 100 10

SPDD 0600 P600 100 10

SPDD 0800 P800 100 10

SPDD 1000 P1000 100 10

SPDD 1200 P1200 100 10

Code Grit Box Outer box

SPDE 0080 P80 100 10

SPDE 0120 P120 100 10

SPDE 0150 P150 100 10

SPDE 0240 P240 100 10

SPDE 0320 P320 100 10

SPDE 0400 P400 100 10

Code Grit Box Outer box

SPFA 0080 P80 25m 10

SPFA 0150 P150 25m 10

SPFA 0180 P180 25m 10

SPFA 0240 P240 25m 10

SPFA 0320 P320 25m 10

SPFA 0400 P400 25m 10

SPFA 0500 P500 25m 10

SPFA 0600 P600 25m 10

SPFA 0800 P800 25m 10

SPFA 1000 P1000 25m 10

 ▪ Sanding paper on roll with foam backing.
 ▪ Packed in a handy dispenser box. This way the 

sanding paper is protected from dust and other 
pollution.

 ▪ The sanding paper is perforated. Therefore each 
single sheet (114mm x 125mm) can easily be torn 
off.

 ▪ At the back the paper has a comfortable mousse: 
thanks to this mousse the pressure during manual 
sanding is spread equally.

 ▪ Easily adjusts to round, concave or convex shapes.
 ▪ Prevents sanding at the edges.
 ▪ The foam backing can be used to easily free the 

sanded surface from sanding dust.

Code Grit Box Outer box

SPDM 1500 P1500 100 X

SPDM 2000 P2000 100 X

SPDM 2500 P2500 100 X

SPDM 3000 P3000 100 X

DRF 50 mini sanding block

SPDM Sanding disc
Ø 35 mm

SPDD Sanding disc
Ø 125 mm - 8 holes

SPDE Sanding disc
Ø 203 mm - 8 holes

SPFA Sanding paper
114mm x 25m - Softback

sanding
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Code Grit Box Outer box

SPDQ 0500 P500 10 8

SPDQ 0600 P600 10 8

SPDQ 0800 P800 10 8

SPDQ 1000 P1000 10 8

SPDQ 1500 P1500 10 8

SPDQ 2000 P2000 10 8

SPDQ 2500 P2500 10 8

SPDQ 3000 P3000 10 8

Code Grit Box Outer box

SPDR 0800 P800 20 8

SPDR 1000 P1000 20 8

SPDR 1500 P1500 20 8

SPDR 2000 P2000 20 8

SPDR 2500 P2500 20 8

SPDR 3000 P3000 20 8

SPDQ Foam discs velcro
Ø 150mm

SPDR Foam discs velcro
Ø 75mm

Ultimatte sanding, in order to sand with the desired grit to obtain a 
perfect 
result, preparing the surface in painting, fading out or polishing. Assures 
adhesion, fl attens out without the risk of going through the painted 
surface, 
respects the shape of the panel. Can be used dry or wet. Better results are 
using wet combined with DGR water based degreaser. 
Applications:
 ▪ Final step in sanding order, preparing for painting
 ▪ Preparing the surface in blending out color
 ▪ Dust removal without taking away the desired structure of the clear 

coat 
 ▪ Preparing the surface for fading out clear coat
 ▪ Removal of dirt or contamination before polishing
 ▪ Smoothening the surface before polishing

SPDQ/SPDR Foam disc
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Code Grit Box Outer box

SFDP 0080 P0080 50 8

SFDP 0120 P0120 50 8

SFDP 0180 P0180 50 8

SFDP 0240 P0240 50 8

SFDP 0320 P0320 50 8

SFDP 0400 P0400 50 8

SFDP 0500 P0500 50 8

SFDP 0600 P0600 50 8

SFDP 0800 P0800 50 8

SFDP 1000 P1000 50 8

SFDP 1200 P1200 50 8

SFDP 1500 P1500 50 8

SFDP 2000 P2000 50 8

Code Grit Box Outer box

SUNE 0040 P40 25 10

SUNE 0060 P60 25 10

SUNE 0080 P80 50 5

SUNE 0100 P100 50 5

SUNE 0120 P120 50 5

SUNE 0150 P150 50 5

SUNE 0180 P180 50 5

SUNE 0220 P220 50 5

SUNE 0240 P240 50 5

SUNE 0280 P280 50 5

SUNE 0320 P320 50 5

SUNE 0360 P360 50 5

Code Grit Box Outer box

SUNE 0400 P400
waterproof

50 5

SUNE 0500 P500
waterproof

50 5

SUNE 0600 P600
waterproof

50 5

SUNE 0800 P800
waterproof

50 5

SUNE 1000 P1000
waterproof

50 5

SUNE 1200 P1200
waterproof

50 5

SUNE 1500 P1500
waterproof

50 5

SUNE 2000 P2000
waterproof

50 5

SUNE 2500 P2500
waterproof

50 5

SFDP Sanding disc
Ø 75mm

SUNE Sanding sheet
230mm x 280mm

SAB 01 Sanding block
for Ø 150mm

SAP 01 Sanding Pad
for SCA

SUNE Sanding sheet
230mm x 280mm - waterproof

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAB 01
Sanding block 
ergonomic grip
for sanding discs Ø150mm

6 X Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAP 01 Sanding Pad for SCA 6 X

SCA Sanding cloth
80mm x 133mm

The sanding cloth is a new tool for the body 
shop : sand wet complete surfaces and not 
only edges in applications like preparing for 
blending or polishing,shallow equal scratch 
pattern, just by hand or on the SAB 30 block, 
moistened with water based degreaser or 
just water. The cutting power is high, fast, 
uniformed, long lasting, works up to two 
times faster than wet sanding paper, more 
fl exible by hand and easier to reach smaller 
corners, curves and edges; no risk of sanding 
through or re-works.

Code Grit Box Outer box

SCA 0500 Brown P500 50 9

SCA 0800 Purple P800 50 9 

SCA 1500 Red P1500 50 9

SCA 2000 Green P2000 50 9

sanding

SFDP 2000

SAB 01 Sanding block
for Ø 150mm

Code Description (sales unit)

SAB 01
Sanding block 
ergonomic grip

IMPROVED

IMPROVED

NEW

NEW
SAP 01
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SPSA Sanding strip
70mm x 127mm - 8 holes

SPSB Sanding strip
70mm x 198mm - 8 holes

SPSC Sanding strip
70mm x 420mm - 14 holes

SPSD Sanding strip
115mm x 230mm - 10 holes

Code Grit Box Outer box

SPSA 0060 P60 50 8

SPSA 0080 P80 100 8

SPSA 0100 P100 100 8

SPSA 0120 P120 100 8

SPSA 0150 P150 100 8

SPSA 0180 P180 100 8

SPSA 0240 P240 100 8

SPSA 0320 P320 100 8

SPSA 0400 P400 100 8

SAB 30 Sanding block with extraction

Code Grit Box Outer box

SPSB 0060 P60 50 8

SPSB 0080 P80 100 8

SPSB 0100 P100 100 8

SPSB 0120 P120 100 8

SPSB 0150 P150 100 8

SPSB 0180 P180 100 8

SPSB 0240 P240 100 8

SPSB 0320 P320 100 8

SPSB 0400 P400 100 8

SAB 31 Sanding block with extraction

Code Grit Box Outer box

SPSC 0060 P60 50 8

SPSC 0080 P80 100 8

SPSC 0100 P100 100 8

SPSC 0120 P120 100 8

SPSC 0150 P150 100 8

SPSC 0180 P180 100 8

SPSC 0240 P240 100 8

SPSC 0320 P320 100 8

SPSC 0400 P400 100 8

SAB 32 Sanding block with extraction

Code Grit Box Outer box

SPSD 0060 P60 50 8

SPSD 0080 P80 100 8

SPSD 0100 P100 100 8

SPSD 0120 P120 100 8

SPSD 0150 P150 100 8

SPSD 0180 P180 100 8

SPSD 0240 P240 100 8

SPSD 0320 P320 100 8

SPSD 0400 P400 100 8

SAB 33 Sanding block with extraction

sanding
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FFP Flat Foam Pads
115mm x 115mm

Code Grit Box Outer 
box

FFP 0320 Primer prep 50 4

FFP 0500 Base coat prep 50 4

FFP 0800 Clear coat prep 50 4

FFP 1500 Fade out prep 50 4

01 Holds liquid, so easy to dose
The FFP can be used dry, but performs better in combination with 
mattening paste, water based degreaser or just water. Combined 
with water based degreaser, the panel is mattened and degreased 
in one single application. Due to the special foam holding the liquid, 
one can easily adjust the amount that should be released and adapt 
during the application.

03 Never a risk for sanding through or 
leaving behind marks

The calibrated FFP grits will results in an even and fi ner fi nish on the 
sanding area whilst traditional papers and/or scuff rolls can leave 
irregular sanding marks

04 Perfect for blending & eliminates the 
need for unnecessary polishing.

Whether it is applying primer, or fi nishing up, the FFP eliminates the 
need for extra sanding and unnecessary polishing. 

02 easy access to diffi cult areas with 
maximum comfort. 

Due to the foam backing, the FFP has the fl exibility to reach more 
diffi cult spots or harder to sand areas without tearing or losing its 
strength. At the same time, the fl at foam pad offers a comfortable 
sanding method perfect for every fi nish. 

Mattening becomes an easy, comfortable job with this Foam 
backing pad. The sanding grit is no longer applied on a 
paper backing but directly glued into the foam. The result 
is astonishing: faster mattening than with traditional scuff 
rolls solutions, fi ner than with foam backing abrasives, more 
fl exibility to get access to the smallest corners and water 
absorbing!

Flat foam pads



    Watch movie
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Non woven nylon abrasive tissue with impregnated sanding grain, to 
quickly and comfortably depolish surfaces that need to be sprayed.

 ▪ The SUNI sanding discs are made of “opencoated” sanding 
grain and are available in 2 different thicknesses: P36 and P50.

 ▪ The carrier is not the traditional paper or PVC carrier, but 
rather a solid and thick PVC layer which acts as a carrier and 
also as 
a fl exible support pad.

 ▪ The SUNI discs can be used to remove paint easily, rust and 
irregularities on places which are diffi cult to reach.

 ▪ The back side of the integrated support pad has a thread 
(“1/4”) 
for fast changing of accessories.

 ▪ Use of safety goggles is recommended!

Code Grit Box Outer box

SUNI 0036 P36 25 8

SUNI 0050 P50 25 8

matting compound is a composition of liquid chemicals and 
abrasives intended for surface preparation prior to blending 
and new panels painting. It is suitable for any types of paints 
including waterborne. To be used in combination with non 
woven cloth for instance the SOF 20 or SBR 20.
 ▪ Fits all types of paints. 
 ▪ Produces matt surface. 
 ▪ Easy to apply. 
 ▪ Easy to remove with no traces. 
 ▪ Can be used dry or combined with DGR.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SBR 10 Scuff rolls: A / very fi ne - red - 100mm x 10m 5 120

SBR 20 Scuff rolls: S / ultra fi ne - grey - 100mm x 10m 5 120

SBR 30 Scuff rolls: micro fi ne - gold - 100mm x 10m 5 120

SUNI Quik change sanding disc 
Ø 50mm

POL 70 Matting compound

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 70 Matting compound 1kg 8 480

SBR 10-20-30 Scuff rolls

sanding
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PPM 10 Plastic Spreaders - 4p. 100 X

 ▪ Plastic disposable spreaders
 ▪ Dimensions: 116mm x 78mm

PPM 10 Plastic spreaders

Fillers

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PPM 40 Rubber spreaders - 20p. 10 X

 ▪ Rubber spreaders are very fl exible and give a softer fi nish
 ▪ Dimensions: 100mm x 70mm

PPM 40 Rubber spreaders
NEW

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PPM 20 Metal spreaders (metal) - 4p. 100 X

 ▪ Flexible metal spreaders
 ▪ One set is made up of 4 different widths: 50mm, 80mm, 

100mm and 120mm

PPM 20 Metal spreaders

NEW
PPM 40
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User info: mix your putty always with 2 to 3% hardener; if you have any 
doubt, please use a balance. Too much hardener causes not only a fast 
drying, but can also cause detachment of the putty and can leave marks 
through the paint. Mix the hardener very carefully with the putty and avoid 
air infi ltration during mixing, this can give irregularities during application 
and sanding of the putty. Choose the right putty for the right application.

GAP Polyester putty + hardener
MULTI - universal 2K polyester putty. Can be used on most bases such as 
steel, wood, plastic …. Less suitable for light metals and galvanized bases. 
Can be fi nished afterwards with FINE putty or directly with an undercoat, 
primer or fi ller.

GAP 10 Polyester putty MULTI

 Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GAP 10 Polyester putty 2kg + hardener - multi 6 288

 Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GAP 20 Polyester putty 2kg + hardener - fi ne 6 288

Fillers

FINE - fi ne fi nishing putty. To be used after “MULTI” putty to remove small 
irregularities. A real fi nishing putty, easy and fi ne sanding.

GAP 20 Polyester putty FINE

through the paint. Mix the hardener very carefully with the putty and avoid 
air infi ltration during mixing, this can give irregularities during application 
and sanding of the putty. Choose the right putty for the right application.

GAP 10 

GAP 20 
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LIGHT - GAP 30 - universal fi nishing putty, a real light weight, same 
applications as “MULTI” putty but results in the same fi ne fi nish as “FINE” 
putty, easy sanding.

GAP 30 Polyester putty LIGHT

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GAP 30 Polyester putty 1,5 kg + hardener - light 6 288

GAP 00 Black Polyester putty GAPOL

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GAP 00 Gapol 2kg + hardener 6 288

GAPOL - GAP 00 - black universal polyester putty, similar to “MULTI” putty but black color, 
sanding is a bit more diffi cult but this product also gives an universal adhesion on light metals, 
perfect for plastic reparations. Universal fi ller, adheres to old painted surfaces, but also to steel, 
galvanised metal, aluminium, all kinds of plastic, wood and MDF.
 ▪ Already during application, the black shining fi ller offers visual aid, as on a black shining 

surface it is easy to see all irregularities / imperfections with the naked eye.
 ▪ Built-in sanding guide: during sanding the putty fades from black to dark grey. 

The spots that are too low (not sanded) clearly remain black.
 ▪ Once degreased, the fi ller regains its deep black colour. Inspecting for possible irregularities is 

easy now.
 ▪ Built-in coating guide and sanding through guide: whether one fi nishes with beige or grey 

fi ller, once the black colour is covered, one can also be sure of the necessary thickness of the 
fi ller coating. If afterwards one would sand through the putty accidently, the black base will 
occur as a sanding through guide.

IMPROVED

IMPROVED

Fillers

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GAP 00 Gapol 2kg + hardener 6 288

fi ller, once the black colour is covered, one can also be sure of the necessary thickness of the 
fi ller coating. If afterwards one would sand through the putty accidently, the black base will 
occur as a sanding through guide.

IMPROVED

GAP 30 

GAP 00
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Fillers

FIBER - a full fi ber putty: a universal polyester putty with glass fi bers to 
fi ll up larger surfaces and bigger irregularities; also perfect for polyester 
applications and reparations.

GAP 40 Polyester putty FIBER

GAP 51/DEB 51 Hardener

ALU - a polyester putty refi ned with aluminium particles, can be used on 
light metals and galvanized surfaces.

GAP 50 Polyester putty ALU

a full fi ber putty: a universal polyester putty with glass fi bers to 
fi ll up larger surfaces and bigger irregularities; also perfect for polyester 
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 Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GAP 50 Polyester putty 2kg + hardener - alu 6 288

 Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GAP 40 Polyester putty 1,8kg + hardener - fi ber 6 288

 Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GAP 51 Hardener red - 50g 100 X

DEB 51 Debrasel hardener - white - 30g 100 X
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Fillers

Alsi 12 is a cold metal that can be used as an alternative to lead

DEB 12 Debrasel Alsi + hardener

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

DEB 12 Debrasel Alsi 12 1l + hardener 12 480

Multi-layered mixing palette board for better mixed putty. It 
is better to use this board instead of mixing the putty with its 
hardener on the palettes themselves this to prevent pin holes 
during application. Made of non-absorbing treated paper 
to avoid resin and hardener to be soaked up by the paper. 
Reduces cleaning: after use: simply tearing off the used sheet 
and throw away.

GAP 60 Mixing board

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GAP 60 Mixing board 100 sheets 10 1000

IMPROVED

GAP 60 Mixing board 100 sheets 10 1000

IMPROVED
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SSS 100 Sprayable seam sealer 290ml - white 12 1248

SSS 200 Sprayable seam sealer 290ml - grey 12 1248

SSS 300 Sprayable seam sealer 290ml - black 12 1248

SSS 400 Sprayable seam sealer 290ml - Beige 12 1248

SSS 000 Spraytip - 10p. 10 X

SSS 005 1k spraytip with wings - 100pcs X X

SSS 030 Brush - 30 mm X X

 ▪ MS Polymer
 ▪ Firm-setting sealer for interior and exterior 

auto body seams and joints. 
 ▪ Replaces and repairs factory sealing jobs in trunk, 

fl oor and drip rail areas. 
 ▪ No primer needed, good adhesion, lasting fl exibility.
 ▪ Vaporised, using a pneumattic caulking gun, the seam sealer 

can be used inside door skins, inside body panels, or any area 
where a sound deadening and/or structured coating is needed.

 ▪ Standard 290ml cartridge, fi ts in all standard caulking guns.
 ▪ Available in white, grey and black color.
 ▪ Paintable after 30 minutes with any water based or solvent 

based primer, basecoat or topcoat.

SSS 100-200-300-400 Sprayable Seam Sealer
 ▪ OEM profi le.
 ▪ Can be applied quickly and easily.
 ▪ Heat resistant and can be overpainted immediately.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

ESS 08 Seam sealer on a roll - 8mm x 9m 10 X

ESS 10 Seam sealer on a roll - 10mm x 9m 10 X

ESS 20 Seam sealer roller 100 X

ESS Seam sealer on a roll

10 X

10 X

100 X

Seam sealer

NEW COLOUR

NEW
NEW

SSS 400

SSS 005
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 ▪ Epoxy based glue developed to bond panels of equal or different 
matterialstogether. Offers an alternative to welding.

 ▪ The solution to bond panels of different composition to one another.
 ▪ Applications: replacement of a roof panel or aluminium fender, 

aluminium door panel on a steel door frame.
 ▪ Can be used as an alternative for welding panels.

MS fast adhesive is a universal sealant and adhesive based on hybrid technology 
for the professional user which cures under infl uence of humidity to form a 
durable elastic rubber.
 ▪ Durable, permanent elastic.
 ▪ Universal bonding and sealing 
 ▪ Adheres perfectly without primer on most even damp surfaces.
 ▪ Free of isocyanates, solvents and silicones.
 ▪ No shrinkage and bubble free.
 ▪ Good UV resistance.
 ▪ Neutral curing, almost odorless.
 ▪ Non corrosive to metals.
 ▪ High mechanical resistance strength.
 ▪ Absorbs acoustical and mechanical vibrations.
 ▪ Paintable with most common 1 and 2k paints. 

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PLI 50 Metal bonding - 60min - black - 220ml. 6 X

PLI 55 Mixer tips for metal bonding - 10p. 1 X

PLI 60 Applicator gun for metal bonding 1 X

PLI 50 Metal bonding

MSA 100 MS fast adhesive

adhesives

NEW

MS fast adhesive is a universal sealant and adhesive based on hybrid technology 
for the professional user which cures under infl uence of humidity to form a 

Instant adhesive gel provides rapid bonding of a wide range of matterials 
(metals and plastics and others). Can also be used for bonding porous 
matterials such as wood, paper, leather and fabric.
 ▪ Can be used on all surfaces.
 ▪ Medium viscosity
 ▪ 1k product
 ▪ Cures at normal room temperature
 ▪ Designed for OEM assembly

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

IAG 20 Instant adhesive gel 6 X

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MSA 100 MS Fast adhesive 12 1248

IAG 20 Instant Adhesive Gel

NEW

NEW
IAG 20

NEW
MSA 100
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 ▪ Complete set for the repair of all types of plastics 
and polyester.

 ▪ A set contains 2 tubes ‘slow’, 2 tubes‘medium’, 2 
tubes ‘fast’, 10 mixer tips,1 applicator gun, 1 roll of 
reinforcement canvas, 1 roll of contour canvas, 1 
bottle of cleaner and 1 bottle of primer.

 ▪ Professional product with a number of OEM 
recommendations.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PLI 00 Plastic repair set 5 X

PLI 01 Plastic repair ‘fast’ 
(25sec) black - 50ml

6 X

PLI 02 Plastic repair ‘medium’ (1,5min) black -50ml 6 X

PLI 03 Plastic repair ‘slow’ 
(3,5min) black - 50ml

6 X

PLI 05 Mixer tips for 
plastic repair - 10p.

1 X

PLI 10 Applicator gun 
for plastic repair

25 X

PLI 15 Reinforcement canvas
12cm x 3,6m

10 X

PLI 16 Contour canvas
12cm x 3,6m

10 X

PLI 20 Primer - 200ml 6 672

PLI 21 Cleaner - 500ml 12 672

PLI 021 Plastic repair ‘medium’ (1,5min.) black - 220ml 1 X

PLI 031 Plastic repair ‘slow’ 
(3,5min.) black - 220ml 

1 X

PLI 041 Plastic repair ‘slow’ 
(10min) black - 220ml 

1 X

Plastic repair

PLI Plastic repair
01 Plastic repair can be used on any kind of 
plastic (except SMC) and different repairs

 ▪ Filling holes and deep scratches/scraps
 ▪ repairing cracks
 ▪ Bonding

02 Plastic repair respects the 
drying times on the label

cures within specifi ed times detailed 
on packaging / higher temperatures 
can accelerate curing. If above ambient 
temperature 24 degrees allow for this 
when selecting speed. In warmer climattic 
conditions use the slower speed to allow 
suffi cient work-times. The product could cure 
faster than expected.

Packed per 6
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plastic repair only needs 0.15mm thickness to maintain 100% of 
curing. The unique allowable thickness of cured matterial at 0.15mm 
mean no “picking up” of adhesive when sanding and feathering to 
edges.

01

03

06

04 05 

07 08

02

Watch movie
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Stonechip repair

 ▪ Besides the detract from the appearance of your car and the risk of 
corrosion/rust that will develop due the damage caused repairing 
stone chips is an annoying, time and product consuming, job.

 ▪ With the stone chip repair all of this belong to the past, just mattch 
and apply the base coat and stone chip repair takes care of the rest.

 ▪ High level of fi nish with the same strength, durability and chemical 
resistance as a 2K clear coat it is ready for the job!

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SCC 05 Stone chip repair - 5 ml 6 X

SCC 05 Stone chip repair

NEW

NEW
SCC 05

Before

After
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Stonechip repair

03 Degrease

06 Apply a second layer of SCC 

09 Polish

02 Flatten the edges

05 Apply SCC

08 Sanding

01 Degrease

04 Apply base coat

07 Sanding

Clean the surface again with a water based degreaser 

Check the surface and add another layer of stone chip if 
needed.

Polish the surface with a water based polish compound.

Flatten the edges of the stone chip using a P1500 sanding 
cloth (SCA 1500) or mini disc (SPDM 1500)

Apply a thin layer of Stone chip repair using a mini brush 
and leave to dry +-20min @20°C in normal humidity.

Sand another 2 steps with a foam disc P2000 and P2500

Clean the area to be repaired with a water based 
degreaser 

Apply the base coat and let it dry

Sand the repair using a P1500 sanding cloth or mini disc 
until the surface is even.
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04ASSEMBLY
DISASSEMBLY

Fluo markers, fi lms & pads

Adhesive eraser, logo tape & 
trim removal set.

72

73
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 ▪ Self adhesive sound deadening pads forapplication inside 
doors, boot, roof etc. andprevent vibration sound.

 ▪ Bitumen based with protection layer, very fl exible, easy to 
cut and heat resistant.

 ▪ Each pad can be torn in half due to a perforated line in the 
middle to make two pads of 25cm x 50cm.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

WAP 10 Sound deadening pads 50cm x 50cm - 10p. 1 100

WAP 10 Sound deadening pads
 ▪ Specifi c fl at surface, as OEM applied in German 

cars.
 ▪ Self adhesive sound deadening pads for application 

inside doors, boot, roof etc. and prevent vibration 
sound.

 ▪ Bitumen based with protection layer, very fl exible, 
easy to cut and heat resistant.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

WAP 15 Trunk isolation pads  50cm x 50cm - 10p. 1 100

WAP 15 Trunk isolation pads

 ▪ Foam fi lm with adhesive for fi nishing and 
isolating inside doors as original.

 ▪ Raster printed protection fi lm for easy cutting in to shape.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PLA 80 Door foam fi lm - 60cm x 10m 1 72

PLA 80 Door foam fi lm

 ▪ Set of 5 interchangeable bars that can be used to fi xate 
panels in a fi rm ‘open’ position to work on them. For use 
on doors, bonnet and boot lid.

 ▪ Each bar has a hook and an eye for 
attachment on to a lock.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

EQU 91 Panel fi xation set 1 X

EQU 91 Panel fi xation set

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MAR 11 Fluo marker - green - 12p.
fi ne 1,5mm

10 X

MAR 12 Fluo marker - pink - 12p.
fi ne 1,5mm

10 X

MAR 21 Fluo marker - green - 6p.
5mm-15mm

10 X

MAR 22 Fluo marker - pink - 6p.
5mm-15mm

10 X

 ▪ Handy to mark for instance smaller damages on cars
 ▪ Easily removed by any type of degreaser
 ▪ Available in two colours: green and pink, fl uorescent
 ▪ Two sizes: round diameter 4mm &rectangular 15 x 7mm

MAR Fluo markers

TIP: 
 ▪ Not to be used on Freshly Painted panels as you 

can create scratches
 ▪ Solvents can react with the MAR liquid

Not to be used on Freshly Painted panels as you 
can create scratches

▪ Solvents can react with the MAR liquidSolvents can react with the MAR liquid

Fluo markers, fi lms and pads
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With this complete set of plastic tools, interior panel 
removing without damaging the panel becomes an 
easy job, good overview without losing any item 
thanks to the handy toolkit case.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TRT 27 Trim removal tool set - 27p. 5 120

TRT 27 Trim removal tool set
With this complete set of plastic tools, interior panel 
removing without damaging the panel becomes an 
easy job, good overview without losing any item 
thanks to the handy toolkit case.

Code

TRT 27

TRT 27TRT 27

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PRD 01 Adhesive eraser large with integrated arbor Ø 88mm x 
15mm

100 X

PRD 05 Ridged adhesive eraser 
Ø 100mm x 26mm

50 X

PRD 10 Steel brush for PRD 55 1 X

PRD 11 Adaptor for PRD 10 1 X

PRD 50 Adapter for PRD 01 50 X

PRD 55 Pneumattic machine - 4000 rpm 10 X

 ▪ Rotation disc made of natural rubber available in different models 
and dimensions.

 ▪ To be used on a power drill to remove adhesives, stickers or 
 ▪ double sided tape 

without harming the surface underneath.
 ▪ Recommended rotation speed between 2,000 and 4,000 rpm.
 ▪ PRD 55: specifi c machine developed for PRD 05.
 ▪ PRD 05: ridged disc; can be fi tted directly on the PRD 55 machine.
 ▪ Advantage of PRD 05 over PRD 01: the disc is much wider and is 

ridged. Due to the ridge the paint does not become warm, there is 
no paint damage and works three times faster than the PRD 01. The 
combination of PRD 05 with PRD 55 also results in a better fi nish 
and is much more user friendly than PRD 01 on a drilling machine.

 ▪ PRD 01: can be used on every drilling machine.

PRD Adhesive eraser and accessories

IMPROVED

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

FOL 62 Logo tape 10 X

 ▪ Adhesive transfer with dimensions 50mm x 300mm for 
re-fi xing logos / emblems on to the panel.

 ▪ Clean surface and logo with degreaser, remove cover 
strip, press the logo down on the adhesive transfer for 
several seconds and remove adhesive transfer.

 ▪ The logo now has enough adhesive in all the right 
places to be 
attached permanently to the body work.

FOL 62 Logo tape

IMPROVED

Adhesive eraser, logo tap, & trim removal set

PRD 55

PRD 05

PRD 10

PRD 01
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05 CLEANING
PROTECTION

Car cleaning products

Polishing

Leather repair

Spray overalls

Gloves & Safety boots

Spray masks, dust masks & 
hand cleaners

Spraybooth products

80

86

82

92

96

100

102
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Choice of two excellent sponges: soft springy artifi cial 
matterial, highly water-absorbent, with or without 
micro-Fibre skin resulting in easy dirt removal without 
leaving scratches

SPM 00 - SPJ 00 Sponges

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SPM 00 Micro-Fibre sponge - green 48 480

SPJ 00 Jumbo sponge - orange 48 480

the super soft green micro-Fibre cloths, packed 5 pieces, ideal to 
remove polish rests and to create a gloss on the surface. 

POL 40 Micro fi ber cloth

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 40 Micro fi ber cloth green - 40 x 40 cm - 5p. 36 360

 ▪ Soft silicone blade for removing water fast and easy after 
washing down a vehicle without harming the lacquer.

 ▪ Works very fast
 ▪ Makes no scratches
 ▪ Flexible silicone blade moulds to the shape of any surface
 ▪ Virtually eliminates messy towels and chamois
 ▪ Reduces streaking by 80%
 ▪ Suitable for all surfaces
 ▪ Width: 33cm

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

WWB 00 Water blade 50 X

WWB 00 Water Blade

12 Litre bucket with pour spout, available with optional 
‘Ant-Dirt’ Screen keeping larger dirt at the bottom and 
avoiding the transfer of these sharp components to 
your vehicles surface

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

BUC 12 Bucket - black 12l X 675

BUI 12 Anti-dirt grid for BUC 12 X X

BUC 12 Bucket & spout

Car cleaning products

82

the super soft green micro-Fibre cloths, packed 5 pieces, ideal to 

POL 40 Micro fi ber cloth

BUC 12

BUI 12
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 ▪ Unique formula, never leaves traces, 
not even on windows.

 ▪ Can be used directly on the panel (dry) 
to add gloss and protection.

 ▪ Also to be used on a wet washed car, 
to improve drying in combination with micro-Fibre 
towels.

 ▪ Without any silicone content, 
to be safely used in the body shop.

 ▪ Helps remove holograms after polishing.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SPW 05 Spray wax - 5l 4 120

LSP 15 Pressure sprayer - 500ml 60 360

SPW 05 Spray wax
 ▪ Excellent cleaning power
 ▪ Top wax protection included
 ▪ Almost completely self drying
 ▪ Ensures gloss back easily
 ▪ Bio degradable
 ▪ Can be used by hand or high pressure water 

cleaning machine

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

CSH 05 All in one car shampoo - green - 5l 4 120

CSH 05 All in one car shampoo

Watch movie



Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 10 One step polish paste - 1 kg 8 480

POL 05 One step polish paste - 0.5 kg 10 800

The New Finixa Professional Polisher, easily recognizable 
as the light green color, is a unique product, developed 
for the professional bodyshop worker for all his polishing 
applications.

Based on the nanotechnology, this paste can polish not 
only very fast from coarse to very fi ne, but it also brings 
back the gloss degree of 95%. An additional advantage is 
that this paste stays “wet” for a longtime and minimizes 
the risk on dry powder rests. This polish paste can be used 
on old paints and fresh paints, also on all 2K products and 
the newest generation of ceramic paints.

POL 10 One step polish paste

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 50 Pneumattic polish machine 10 300

The lightweight pneumattic polisher has a special 
speed control function, allowing the user to regulate 
the speed of the polisher and therefore also suited 
in combination with the POL 10 leading to maximum 
performance from low to medium speed polishing

POL 50 Pneumattic polisher 

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 60 Polishing case complete 1 48

POL 62 Polishing case + MHW 1 48

A complete set for polishing including two bottles of the 
unique one step polish, all different mops (two of each), 
polishing machine and set of micro fi bre cloths.

POL 60/62 Polishing case 

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 55 Electric polish machine - 800W 
700-2500 rpm

4 X

The polish paste, easily recognizable as the light 
green color, is a unique product, developed for the 
professional bodyshop worker for all his polishing 
applications.

POL 55 Electric polisher

IMPROVED

IMPROVED

POL 60/62 Polishing case 

POL 50

POL 55 
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POL 20
POL 21 POL 30

POL 31
POL 30

POL 31

POL 25
POL 26

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 20 Orange foam pad ‘open cell’ - 145/30mm - 2p. 100 X

POL 21 Orange foam pad ‘open cell’ - 80/30mm - 2p. 350 6300

POL 20-21 Orange foam pad
Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 25 White foam pad‘closed cell’ - 145/30mm - 2p. 100 X

POL 26 White foam pad‘closed cell’ - 80/30mm - 2p. 350 6300

POL 25-26 White foam pad
Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 30 Black foam pad ‘soft’ 145/30mm - 2p. 100 X

POL 31 Black foam pad ‘soft’ 80/30mm - 2p. 350 6300

POL 30-31 Black foam pad

Polishing

IMPROVED

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 35 Foam pad 135/30mm labswool 2p. X 864

POL 35 Lambswool pad
IMPROVED The orange and black polishing foampads (POL 20 

and POL 30) are open cell foampads, the orange has a 
rather solid structure and the black has a soft structure; 
the white polishing foampad POL 25 has a closed cell 
structure and we also have the lambswool pad (POL 35).
Most work can be done with the orange foampad. 
The white foampad can be used to remove faster more 
matterial and the fastest way to remove 
matterial is to use the lambswool pad; to fi nish and 
remove holograms you can use the black foampad, 
which can be used also eccentrically on the machine to 
remove holograms easier.
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Protect your paint or polished work for a long time; use this 
MHW 10 wax by hand or machine, by hand: rub in with POL 
33, wait a few minutes and polish the excessive dry product 
away with a clean micro-Fibre; used with the machine: apply 
at medium speed and a soft pad the product onto the panel 
and afterwards wipe away the excessive with a micro-Fibre, 
grapefruit smell.

BTG Black tyre gel

POL 33 Hand Foam pad

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MHW 10 Machine / hand wax - 1 kg 8 480

MHW 05 Machine / hand wax - 0,5 kg 10 800

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

BTG 05 Black tyre gel - 0,5 kg 10 800

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

POL 33 Hand foam pad - soft X X

POL 34 Hand foam pad - medium X X

PAL

800

MHW 05-10 Machine & hand wax

Black tyre gel can be applied with the POL 33 foam 
pad to make tires deep black and leaving them shin-
ing for a very long time. Also suitable to refurbish 
non painted plastic parts. Water based and silicon-
free

Open foam pad with handgrip: can be used to 
polish or wax manually

PRG Plastic renewal gel

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PRG 05 Plastic renewal gel - 0,5 kg 10 800

Plastic renewal gel nourishes plastic, leather interiors 
re-intensifying the color leaving a silky matt, natural 
gloss.Easy application with POL 33. Water based and 
silicon-free

Polishing

NEW

NEW
PRG 05

Code Description (sales unit)

POL 33 Hand foam pad - soft

POL 34 Hand foam pad - medium

Machine & hand wax

polish or wax manually
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Leather repair

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

LRS 01 Leather shine and protect - 250ml 70 X

LRS 10 Ink disolver - 20ml 100 X

LRS 11 Power cleaner - 250ml 70 X

LRS 12 Stain remover - 250ml 70 X

LRS 13 Intense cleaner - 250ml 70 X

LRS 14 Stain remove sponge 60 X

LRS 20 Leather & textile degreaser - 400ml 24 X

LRS 22 Leather glue - 20ml 100 X

LRS 23 Mesh X X

LRS 30 Fine fi ller - 75ml  100 X

LRS 31 Filler - 15ml 80 X

LRS 32 High build fi ller - 15ml 80 X

LRS 33 Surface structure copier - 50ml 70 X

LRS 34 Structure copier applicator 10 X

LRS 35 Heat resistant foil for structure copier 100 X

LRS 36 Mixertip for structure copier X X

LRS 40 Colour samples for touch up X X

LRS 41 Plastic primer - 400ml 24 X

LRS 42 Extra adhesion - 250ml 70 X

LRS 43 Touch up - Black - 100ml 144 X

LRS 44 Touch up - White - 100ml 144 X

LRS 45 Touch up - Caramel - 100ml 144 X

LRS 46 Touch up - Light brown - 100ml 144 X

LRS 47 Touch up - Mahogany - 100ml 144 X

LRS 48 Touch up - Lemon yellow - 100ml 144 X

LRS 49 Touch up - Golden yellow - 100ml 144 X

LRS 50 Touch up - Bordeaux - 100ml 144 X

LRS 51 Touch up - Scarlet red - 100ml 144 X

LRS 52 Touch up - Super blue - 100ml 144 X

LRS 53 Touch up - Cobalt - 100ml 144 X

LRS 54 Matting aditive for touch up - 250ml 70 X

LRS 55 Colour fi xer - 250ml 70 X

LRS 56 High density sponge 72 X

LRS 60 Texturing spray - 400ml 24 X

LRS 70 Matt top coat - 250ml 70 X

LRS 71 Glossy top coat- 250ml 70 X

LRS 72 Top coat adhesion promotor - 25ml 70 X

LRS 90 Leather repair set X X

LRS 90 Leather repair set
The leather repair set is a complete range of products 
to protect, clean, repair and restore plastic and leather 
interiors of cars. 
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Leather repair

LRS CLEANING

LRS 11 Power cleaner

LRS 14 Stain remove sponge

LRS 10 Ink Disolver LRS 12 Stain remover
Advanced cleaning product, formula will 
remove diffi cult stain from pigmented 
leather. 

Sponge with high cleaning characteristics that will 
remove deep and ingrained stains

Ink desolver will easily remove recent ballpoint 
ink or lipstick from topcoated leather, vinyl or 
vinyl-like surfaces. Can also be used to remove 
stains if the surface was pre-treated with leather 
shine and protect. 

Solvent based stain remover for 
perseverent stains such as transferred 
colour from blue jeans, clothes, pillows, 
blankets, ink, newspapers, etc. on fi nished 
leather and vinyl.

LRS 20 
Leather & textile degreaser

Aerosol to remove daliy stains such 
as saturated oil, grease and sweat 
stains from leather.

LRS 13 Intense cleaner
Intense cleaner is a very strong cleaner for 
pigmented leather. It will remove all types of stains 
but also the color of the leather. respray of color 
afterwards is necessary, this product must be used 
in a well ventilated area.

Leather & textile degreaser
Aerosol to remove daliy stains such 
as saturated oil, grease and sweat 
stains from leather.
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LRS 30 Fine fi ller

LRS 31 Filler LRS 32 High built fi ller

LRS 23 Mesh

LRS 22 Leather glue

The fi ne fi ller is used to cover small defects such as 
scratches, thorn marks, cracks and abrasions. Easy 
sanding, ideal to get perfect even surface needed 
in a complete refi nishing job.

Filler can be used to repair superfi cial damage like 
scratches, etc. on pigmented leather. 

The heat activaded high build fi ller is used to 
repair heavily damaged leather such as cuts and 
cigarettes burns.

Very strong mesh used to repair cuts 
and holes. 

Heat activated leather glue is a fl exible, 
strong adhesive, formulated for repairing 
fl aps, abrasions or cuts on leather and vinyl. 
Wll not modify the leathers characteristisc 
due to the natural fl exibility which will result 
in a durable repair. 

LRS 22
Heat activated leather glue is a fl exible, 
strong adhesive, formulated for repairing 
fl aps, abrasions or cuts on leather and vinyl. 
Wll not modify the leathers characteristisc 
due to the natural fl exibility which will result 
in a durable repair. 

LRS 23 Mesh

Leather glue

scratches, etc. on pigmented leather. repair heavily damaged leather such as cuts and 
cigarettes burns.

Very strong mesh used to repair cuts 
and holes. 

Heat activated leather glue is a fl exible, 
strong adhesive, formulated for repairing 
fl aps, abrasions or cuts on leather and vinyl. 
Wll not modify the leathers characteristisc 
due to the natural fl exibility which will result 

LRS 33-34-35-36 
Surface structure copier

2k surface copier, after drying the patch can be 
used to copy the original structure of the leather 
into the fi llers. 
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LRS 30 Fine fi ller

LRS 31

The fi ne fi ller is used to cover small defects such as The fi ne fi ller is used to cover small defects such as 
scratches, thorn marks, cracks and abrasions. Easy scratches, thorn marks, cracks and abrasions. Easy 
sanding, ideal to get perfect even surface needed sanding, ideal to get perfect even surface needed 
in a complete refi nishing job.

Filler can be used to repair superfi cial damage like 
scratches, etc. on pigmented leather. 

LRS 22

The fi ne fi ller is used to cover small defects such as 
scratches, thorn marks, cracks and abrasions. Easy 
sanding, ideal to get perfect even surface needed 

scratches, etc. on pigmented leather. 
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Leather repair
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LRS 40 Colour sample for touch up

LRS 54 Matting aditive for touch up

LRS 55 Colour fi xer

LRS 43-53 Touch up colours

Colour mattching chart to defi ne the correct colour 
formula. 

Matting aditive is a water-based dulling agent to be 
used in combination with touch up colour base to 
mattch the original grade of gloss. 

Additive for colour base and top coats to improve 
product fl ow and adhesion. 

Water-based solvent free quick drying colour base for genuine leather repair. 

LRS 41 Plastic primer

LRS 42 Extra adhesion

Plastic primer is an adhesion 
promoter for car interiours and 
plastic surfaces. Provides exellent 
adhesion for touch up and is used 
as a primer to paint basecoat on 
plastic. 

Extra adhesion is a specialized 
primer for interior refi nishing 
preparing the leather or 
plastic surface to obtain 
a durable adhesion of the 
touch up paint. 

LRS 56 High density sponge
High dense sponge ideal to apply 
touch up colour, can be used with 
solvent based cleaners. 

LRS 41
Plastic primer is an adhesion 
promoter for car interiours and 
plastic surfaces. Provides exellent 
adhesion for touch up and is used 
as a primer to paint basecoat on 
plastic. 

plastic surface to obtain 
a durable adhesion of the 

Colour sample for touch up
Colour mattching chart to defi ne the correct colour 

Colour sample for touch up
Colour mattching chart to defi ne the correct colour 

Colour sample for touch up
Colour mattching chart to defi ne the correct colour 

Leather repair
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LRS 70 Matt top coat

LRS 71 Glossy top coat

LRS 72 Top coat adhesion promoter

Matt top coat is a water based topcoat giving a 
matt, durable fi nish with high Scratch resistance. 
Exellent fl ow out making it easy to apply. Can be 
mixed with glossy top coat to add glossiness. 

Glossy top coat is a water based topcoat giving a 
bright, durable fi nish with high scratch resistance. 
Exellent fl ow out making it easy to apply. Can be 
mixed witrh matt top coat to reduce glossiness. 

Additive for matt or gloss top coat, promoting the 
adhesion of the top coat and results in a better rub 
resistance after application. 
adhesion of the top coat and results in a better rub 

LRS 01 Leather shine and protect 
Water-based protective cream creating a barrier to 
prevent penetration of dirt contamination in the 
leather. It will not make the leather more glossy 
then it was before: respects the original gloss/matt 
fi nish of the leather.

Leather repair
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 ▪ Very strong high density, tefl on coated grey overall. 
 ▪ Polyester is antistatic and therefore attracts less dust.
 ▪ Tefl on treated polyester fi bre that protects against 

paint penetration.
 ▪ With hood and breast pocked.
 ▪ With optional knee protection.

 ▪ A new revolutionary technology.
 ▪ The only washable overall on the market that gives 100% 

protection during the application of high solid paint 
products.

 ▪ The front is a Tefl on treated polyester fi bre that protects 
against paint penetration.

 ▪ The back is completely made of multi dry woven matterial.
 ▪ Multi dry absorbs all the perspiration of the body and 

vaporises this humidity into the air (from the head, back, 
armpits, back of the knee).

 ▪ Very comfortable to wear.
 ▪ The overall has two large side pockets 

and one breast pocket.
 ▪ It also has shoe protection.
 ▪ Centred waist band for comfort.
 ▪ Washable at 30 °C, up to 10 times.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SOG 07 Polyester Tefl on spray overall grey - S - 
option knee protection

50 X

SOG 08 Polyester Tefl on spray overall grey - M - 
option knee protection

50 X

SOG 09 Polyester Tefl on spray overall grey - L - 
option knee protection

50 X

SOG 10 Polyester Tefl on spray overall grey - XL - 
option knee protection

50 X

SOG 11 Polyester Tefl on spray overall grey - XXL - 
option knee protection

50 X

SOGK 02 Knee protection 40 X

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PHO 07 High tec spray overall - white / blue 
07 / S

25 800

PHO 08 High tec spray overall - white / blue
08 / M

25 800

PHO 09 High tec spray overall - white / blue
09 / L

25 800

PHO 10 High tec spray overall - white / blue
10 / XL

25 800

PHO 11 High tec spray overall - white / blue
11 / XXL

25 800

SOG - SOGK Polyester Tefl on® spray 
overall with optional grey knee 
protection

PHO High tech spray overall

Spray overalls
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 ▪ Polyester fabric, woven with 2% carbon fi ber.
 ▪ EN1149:1, permanent antistatic, original Dupont Tefl on 

coated.
 ▪ Air ventilation slot at the back and under the arms.
 ▪ Integrated hood, 2 chest pockets, 2 side pockets, 1 back 

pocket.
 ▪ Plastic press buttons, cord cuffs at the wrist.
 ▪ Velcro closing & zipper at the ankle, 2-way zipper covered.
 ▪ Permanent antistatic, washable, breathable.

 ▪ Polyester fabric, woven with 2% carbon fi ber.
 ▪ EN1149:1, permanent antistatic, original Dupont 

Tefl on coated.
 ▪ 1 chest pockets, 2 side pockets.
 ▪ Plastic press buttons, cord cuffs at the wrist.
 ▪ 2-way zipper covered / velcro closing.
 ▪ Permanent antistatic, washable, breathable.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TCO 07 Tefl on Carbotec overall
grey - 07 / S

25 300

TCO 08 Tefl on Carbotec overall
grey - 08 / M

25 300

TCO 09 Tefl on Carbotec overall
grey - 09 / L

25 300

TCO 10 Tefl on Carbotec overall
grey - 10 / XL

25 300

TCO 11 Tefl on Carbotec overall
grey - 11 / XXL

25 300
Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TCC 07 Tefl on Carbotec spray coat
grey - 07 / S

25 300

TCC 08 Tefl on Carbotec spray coat
grey - 08 / M

25 300

TCC 09 Tefl on Carbotec spray coat grey 
- 09 / L

25 300

TCC 10 Tefl on Carbotec spray coat
grey - 10 / XL

25 300

TCC 11 Tefl on Carbotec spray coat
grey - 11 / XXL

25 300

TCC-TCO Carbotec overall & spray coat
Carbotec models are completing our overall program as highest standard available on 
the market: Carbotec technology comes in overall or spray coat; made of lint-free & 
silicone free polyamide fi laments in addition, the fabric is woven with 2% carbon fi ber 
to avoid any electrical charging (EN1149). The original DuPont Tefl on coating ensures 
that the overall is dirt and water repellent. The AVS ventilation system will guarantee 
the wearer excellent breathability. The Carbotec offers a high degree of process 
reliability.

TCC Tefl on® Carbotec spray coat

TCO Tefl on® Carbotec overall

Spray overalls
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 ▪ Ultra light economical polyester overall in 190gr 
matterial.

 ▪ Re-usable and washable spray overall with hood and 
breast pocket. 

 ▪ Standard colour: white.
 ▪ Also available in blue: for a minimal refl ection in the 

lacquer.
 ▪ Polyester has the following advantages (compared to 

nylon): Slows down fi re and is therefore safer. Polyester 
‘breathes’ and is therefore more comfortable to wear.

 ▪ Polyester is antistatic and therefore attracts less dust.

 ▪ Ultra light economical polyester overall in 190gr 
matterial.

 ▪ Re-usable and washable spray overall with hood and 
breast pocket. 

 ▪ Standard colour: white.
 ▪ Also available in blue: for a minimal refl ection in the 

lacquer.
 ▪ Polyester has the following advantages (compared to 

nylon): Slows down fi re and is therefore safer. Polyester 
‘breathes’ and is therefore more comfortable to wear.

 ▪ Polyester is antistatic and therefore attracts less dust.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

WSC 08 Polyester spray overall - white 
08 / M

50 800

WSC 09 Polyester spray overall - white 
09 / L

50 800

WSC 10 Polyester spray overall - white 
10 / XL

50 800

WSC 11 Polyester spray overall - white 
11 / XXL

50 800

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

NSC 08 Polyester spray overall - blue 
08 / M

50 800

NSC 09 Polyester spray overall - blue 
09 / L

50 800

NSC 10 Polyester spray overall - blue 
10 / XL

50 800

NSC 11 Polyester spray overall - blue 
11 / XXL

50 800

WSC Polyester spray overall
White

NSC Polyester spray overall
Blue

Spray overalls
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TSO Disposable spray overall
White

CSO disposable spray overall
White

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

TSO 08 Spray overall - white - 08 / M 25 800

TSO 09 Spray overall - white - 09 / L 25 800

TSO 10 Spray overall - white - 10 / XL 25 800

TSO 11 Spray overall - white - 11 / XXL 25 800

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

CSO 08 Spray overall - white - 08 / M 25 600

CSO 09 Spray overall - white - 09 / L 25 600

CSO 10 Spray overall - white - 10 / XL 25 600

CSO 11 Spray overall - white - 11 / XXL 25 600

Tyvek 
tissue

Economical

Spray overalls
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GLL 07B PU coated gloves - black - 07 / S - 12 pair 20 480

GLL 08B PU coated gloves - black - 08 / M - 12 pair 20 480

GLL 09B PU coated gloves - black - 09 / L - 12 pair 20 480

GLL 10B PU coated gloves - black - 10 / XL - 12 pair 20 480

GLL 11B PU coated gloves - black - 11 / XXL - 12 pair 20 480

 ▪ Ultra light and comfortable glove.
 ▪ Universal use for mechanical jobs, assembly, preparation and spraying.
 ▪ Open nylon structure (outside).
 ▪ PU coating on a nylon carrier (inside).
 ▪ Excellent fi nger sensitivity.
 ▪ Colourfast.
 ▪ Available sizes: S, M, L, XL and XXL
 ▪ Prevents sweaty hands.

GLL B PU coated gloves

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GLN 08 Nitril disposable gloves - M - 100p. 10 420

GLN 09 Nitril disposable gloves - L - 100p. 10 420

GLN 10 Nitril disposable gloves - XL - 100p. 10 420

 ▪ Disposable nitril gloves are 3 times stronger than latex or vinyl 
and offer optimum comfort 
combined with optimum protection.

 ▪ No sweaty hands as compared to vinyl and latex.
 ▪ Packed per 100 pieces in a dispenser box.
 ▪ Thickness 0.09mm.

GLN Nitril disposable gloves

Gloves
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GCN 08 Nitril disposable gloves- M - 100p. 10 420

GCN 09 Nitril disposable gloves - L - 100p. 10 420

GCN 10 Nitril disposable gloves- XL - 100p. 10 420

 ▪ Disposable nitril gloves are 3 times stronger than latex or 
vinyl and offer optimum comfort combined with optimum 
protection.

 ▪ No sweaty hands as compared to vinyl and latex.
 ▪ Packed 100 pieces in a dispenser box.
 ▪ Thickness 0.11mm.

GCN Nitril disposable gloves

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GLMB 07 Microfoam nitrile gloves - S - 12 pair 12 576

GLMB 08 Microfoam nitrile gloves - M - 12 pair 12 576

GLMB 09 Microfoam nitrile gloves - L - 12 pair 12 576

GLMB 10 Microfoam nitrile gloves - XL - 12 pair 12 576

GLMB 11 Microfoam nitrile gloves - XXL - 12 pair 12 576

 ▪ Re-usable gloves specifi cally designed for assembly work.
 ▪ Strong and comfortable hand protection thanks to this nitrile 

foam coated glove.
 ▪ 360° Breathable never have sweaty hands.

GLMB Microfoam nitrile gloves

Gloves
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GLQ is made from a unique formulation which provides 
exceptional protection against a wide range of aggressive 
solvents. It offers excellent resistance to ketones, including 
MEK and acetone, as well as aromattics such as toluene. 
The performance level is equivalent to our GLP but due to 
the lightweight unsupported glove construction it feels like 
a second skin resulting in greater tactile sensitivity which 
reduces hand fatigue.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GLQ 08 Ketone resistant gloves - Blue - M - 1 pair 12 X

GLQ 09 Ketone resistant gloves - Blue - L - 1 pair 12 X

GLQ 10 Ketone resistant gloves - Blue - XL - 1 pair 12 X

TIP: when you feel cold through the gloves while using them 
in combination with solvent products, you have to replace the 
gloves even if they don’t show any holes. The solvent will come 
through the gloves and will penetrate human skin and body. 

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GLD 09 Solvex nitril gloves - red - L - 1 pair 72 X

GLD 10 Solvex nitril gloves - red - XL - 1 pair 72 X

 ▪ Re-usable, long nitril gloves that offer 
medium protection against chemicals.

 ▪ Ideal for cleaning, recycling or coagulating jobs.
 ▪ Medium protection against solvents 

(+/- 20 minutes).
 ▪ Length of the gloves: 380mm.

GLD Solvex nitril gloves red

GLQ Ketone resistant gloves

Gloves

NEW

 ▪ Re-usable, long PVA (Polyvinylalcohol) gloves with cotton 
interlock lining to offer maximum protection against 
chemicals. 
For handling strong organic solvents.

 ▪ Unlimited protection against solvents.
 ▪ Length of the gloves: 355mm.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GLP 09 Solvex PVA gloves - red - L - 1 pair 12 X

GLP 10 Solvex PVA gloves - red - XL - 1 pair 12 X

GLP Solvex PVA gloves red

Cleaning & Protection
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Re-usable, long PVA (Polyvinylalcohol) gloves with cotton 
interlock lining to offer maximum protection against 

For handling strong organic solvents.

Solvex PVA gloves red
 ▪ Re-usable, long nitril gloves that offer minimal protec-

tion against chemicals.
 ▪ Ideal for cleaning, recycling or coagulating jobs.
 ▪ Minimal protection against solvents 

(+/- 10 minutes).
 ▪ Length of the gloves: 330mm.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

GLC 08 Solvex nitril gloves - green - M - 12 pair 12 X

GLC 09 Solvex nitril gloves - green - L - 12 pair 12 X

GLC 10 Solvex nitril gloves - green - XL - 12 pair 12 X

GLC Solvex nitril gloves green
Re-usable, long nitril gloves that offer minimal protec-
tion against chemicals.
Ideal for cleaning, recycling or coagulating jobs.
Minimal protection against solvents 

 Solvex nitril gloves green
Re-usable, long nitril gloves that offer 
medium protection against chemicals.
Ideal for cleaning, recycling or coagulating jobs.

 Solvex nitril gloves red

NEW
GLQ
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SAS Safety boots
 ▪ Safety boot S3.
 ▪ 100% metal free thanks to a composite toe 

protection and anti-perforated kevlar sole.
 ▪ Antistatic and anti-slip, comfort sole and 

anti-sweat sides.
 ▪ ‘EX’ approved.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAS 38 Safety boots S1p - size 38 1 X

SAS 39 Safety boots S1p - size 39 1 X

SAS 40 Safety boots S1p - size 40 1 X

SAS 41 Safety boots S1p - size 41 1 X

SAS 42 Safety boots S1p - size 42 1 X

SAS 43 Safety boots S1p - size 43 1 X

SAS 44 Safety boots S1p - size 44 1 X

SAS 45 Safety boots S1p - size 45 1 X

SAS 46 Safety boots S1p - size 46 1 X

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SAS 138 Safety boots S3 - size 38 1 X

SAS 139 Safety boots S3 - size 39 1 X

SAS 140 Safety boots S3 - size 40 1 X

SAS 141 Safety boots S3 - size 41 1 X

SAS 142 Safety boots S3 - size 42 1 X

SAS 143 Safety boots S3 - size 43 1 X

SAS 144 Safety boots S3 - size 44 1 X

SAS 145 Safety boots S3 - size 45 1 X

SAS 146 Safety boots S3 - size 46 1 X

SAS Safety boots
 ▪ Low safety boot S1p.
 ▪ 100% metal free thanks to a composite toe 

protection and anti-perforated kevlar sole.
 ▪ Antistatic and anti-slip, comfort sole and 

anti-sweat sides.
 ▪ ‘EX’ approved.

NEW

SAS
▪

▪

▪

▪

PAL

X

NEW

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Code

SAS 138

SAS 139

SAS 140

SAS 141

SAS 142

SAS 143

SAS 144

SAS 145

SAS 146

PAL

X

Code

SAS 138

NEW
SAS 

138-146
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 ▪ Poly-prop cloth impregnated with a cleaner suitable for 
removal of solvent based paints, ink, grease oil, wax etc.

 ▪ Very suitable for places where there is no washing facility.

HCL 250 is a specially developed soap for the painter of the 
bodyshop.
 ▪ Cleanses strongly and reliably without harming the skin.
 ▪ Easily removes very stubborn contaminations such as lacquers 

(e.g. two-component lacquers), paints, acrylic paints, sealants, 
resins (e.g. epoxy-resins), adhesives, polyurethane-foams, etc.

 ▪ Ideal product for use in many special areas of application.
 ▪ Contains skin friendly and environmentally neutral esters to 

support the cleaning power.
 ▪ Effective refattening system.
 ▪ Silicon-free.
 ▪ Dermattologically tested.
 ▪ hand cleaner contains a hand moisturizing and hand 

nutrient agent, based on Aloë Vera.

Hand cleaner is an all-round soap for the bodyshop professional. 
 ▪ hand cleaner is specifi cally 

designed for removing solvent and water based paints, glue, 
oil, grease and other contamination. Biodegradable.

 ▪ hand cleaner contains a hand moisturizing and hand 
nutrient agent, based on Aloë Vera.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SCR 100 Scrubs impregnated cleaning cloths 100p. 
in dispenser bucket

4 80

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

HCL 0250 hand cleaner - 250ml 12 X

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

HCL 3000 hand cleaner - 3l - without pump 6 180

HCL 50 wall dispenser - with pump 1 X

HCL 250 Hand cleaner

HCL 3000 Hand cleaner

SCR 100 Impregnated cleaning cloths

Hand cleaners

IMPROVED

IMPROVED
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MAS 13 Carbon dust mask P2 with 2 
valves - 5p.

20 220

Dust mask P2 including charcoal fi lter parts absorbing 
any hazardous dust particles, high comfort, long-life, 
FFP2.

MAS 13 Carbon dust mask

 ▪ Dust mask fi ne for optimum comfort.
 ▪ With or without valve.
 ▪ Safety class P1 or P2.
 ▪ Packed per 15 or 20 pieces in a dispenser box.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MAS 12 Dust mask P2 with valve - 15p. 16 288

MAS 12 Dust mask fi ne 

Spray/dust masls

 ▪ Comfortable silicone mask (high quality).
 ▪ Fits tight around the face and does not cause irritation.
 ▪ With exchangeable gas fi ltering cartridge and exchangeable dust fi ltering 

cartridge.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MAS 00 Spray mask A1 P2 60 360

MAS 20 Spray mask A2 P3 50 200

MAS 03 Dust & gas fi ltering cartridge A2 P3 for spray mask - 2p. 50 X

MAS 05 Dust fi ltering P1 cartridge for spraymask - 10p. 150 X

MAS 06 Gas fi ltering cartridge A1 for spraymask - 2p. 40 X

MAS 09 Cartridge ring for spraymask - 2p. 50 X

MAS 25 Cleaning cloths - 50p. 12 180

MAS 00-20 Spray mask
NEW

NEW
MAS 00

NEW
MAS 20
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 ▪ White peelable coating for the protection of spraybooth walls against 
overspray.

 ▪ Apply with a spraygun (2.5) in 2 to 3 coats. 
After contamination it is best to put an extra coat on and repeat, this 
will save time and makes it easier to peel off the coating in one piece 
once it has reached a certain thickness.

 ▪ Biodegradable.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

CPP 17 Cabine Protect peelable 17l X 24

CPP 17 Cabine Protect wall protection peelable

The more layers you apply, the easier it is removed! 

01 Application
Product can be applied with paint roller, pressure tank (SPG 80), 
airless or airmix. The surface has to be smooth and cleaned before 
use. CPP may not be applied on a porous or rusted surface. CPP is a 
thixotropic product, thoroughly stirring the product will result in an 
easier and better application. When fi rst applying the product, make 
sure to apply 3 layers.

02 Usage and removal
We advise to apply 2 or more layers every 6 weeks to cover 
overspray. Although spot repairs can be done when necessary, always 
apply a minimum of 3 layers (up to 11 before removing)

Spraybooth products
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 ▪ Biodegradable paint solvent.

 ▪ Water based.

 ▪ VOC free.

 ▪ Apply the product with a brush or roll, let it rest for 5 to 15 

minutes and then remove with a rag.

 ▪ Rinse with water.

 ▪ Dissolves both water based and solvent based 1 and 2K 

paint products.

 ▪ Useful to remove dried remaining paint on spray guns, 

paint mix tables, mixing room, fl oor and cabin walls.

 ▪ Warning: always test on a small surface fi rst.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

CBC 05 Cabine Clean - 5l X 96

CBC 05 Cabine Clean paint dissolvent

 ▪ Originally designed to protect vehicles against overspray.

 ▪ About the same application as Cabine Protect transparent washable 

coating with the difference that this product dries completely and does 

not stay tacky.

 ▪ Apply with spraygun (2.5) in one thick coat. Remove with water and 

sponge.

 ▪ Biodegradable.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

CLM 05 Liquid masking - 5l X 96

CLM 05 Liquid Masking wall 
protection washable

 ▪ The most original and effi cient formula for suppressing dust circulation 

inside a spraybooth. Dust Control ionises the dust so it is being drawn 

together in clusters which makes it to heavy to circulate in the air. Mist 

economically with pressure sprayer.

 ▪ Biodegradable.

 ▪ One litre treats approximattely 200m². Activation time 5 to 10 working 

days.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

DUC 05 Dust Control - 5l X 96

DUC 10 Dust Control - 10l X 60

DUC 25 Dust Control - 25l X 24

DUC 50 Dust Control pressure sprayer 1 X

DUC Dust Control

Spraybooth products
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 ▪ Transparant, tacky and washable coating for the 
protection of spraybooth walls against overspray. Product 
stays tacky in order to hold on to swirling dust.

 ▪ Apply with spray gun (2.5) in two or three coats. The 
thicker the total coat the longer it stays active. Applying 
another coat after some time will re-activate the product.

 ▪ Remove afterwards with water and sponge.
 ▪ Biodegradable.
 ▪ Remove or apply another coat when the product is no 

longer tacky. 
 ▪ Only dilute with demineralized water.
 ▪ Average consumption per spraybooth: 15l

 ▪ Transparant, tacky and washable coating for the 
protection of spraybooth walls against overspray. 
Product stays tacky in order to hold on to swirling dust.

 ▪ Apply one thick layer by means of a pressure tank, airmix 
or airlesspump in 1 thick layer or with spraygun in 2 or 
3 layers, in this case you must dilute the ‘Pro’ 10-20%. 
Remove afterwards with water and sponge.

 ▪ Biodegradable.
 ▪ Remove or apply another coat when the product is no 

longer tacky.
 ▪ Only dilute with demineralized water.
 ▪ Average consumption per spraybooth: 12l

CBP Pro

CBP Cabine Protectwall protection washable

CBP Basic

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

CBP 05B Cabine Protect Basic - 5l X 96

CBP 10B Cabine Protect Basic- 10l X 60

CBP 25B Cabine Protect Basic- 25l X 24

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

CBP 05 Cabine Protect Pro - 5l X 96

CBP 10 Cabine Protect Pro - 10l X 60

CBP 25 Cabine Protect Pro - 25l X 24

Transparant, tacky and washable coating for the 
protection of spraybooth walls against overspray. 
Product stays tacky in order to hold on to swirling dust.
Apply one thick layer by means of a pressure tank, airmix 
or airlesspump in 1 thick layer or with spraygun in 2 or 
3 layers, in this case you must dilute the ‘Pro’ 10-20%. 

Remove or apply another coat when the product is no 

PAL

96

60

24

Watch movie
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 ▪ Clean Set with one seat cover, one footmatt, one steering wheel 

cover, one gear shift 

lever cover and one hand break cover.

 ▪ Can be booked per job.

 ▪ White plastic fi lm. Can be custom printed.

Protection for the interior of the car

 ▪ For protection of the steering wheel.

 ▪ Each roll comes with a handy built in handle to unroll the fi lm.

 ▪ Transparent.

For fl oor protection we offer three types of 
footmatts:

 ▪ Plastic footmatts: are water repellant 
and stronger - with anti skid coating. 
(PLA 60)

 ▪ Paper footmatts on a plastic fi lm. 
(PAP 61)

 ▪ Paper footmatts: absorb water and 
dirt - are less resistant. (PAP 60)

 ▪ For protection of the seat upholstery.
 ▪ White transparent. 
 ▪ Dimensions: 820mm x 1300mm x 500mm.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

COP 05 Cover set ‘Clean Set’ - 100p. 4 60

PLA 62 Seat covers - 12µm - 820mm x 1300mm x 
500mm - 250p. on a roll

1 88

PLA 67 Steering wheel fi lm - 125mm x 150m - 15µm 
- 10p.

10 82

PLA 68 Support steering wheel fi lm PLA 67 1 X

PLA 60 Footmatts plastic - 380mm x 490mm - 250p. - 
perforated on a roll

1 156

PAP 61 Paper footmatts on plastic fi lm backing - 70gr - in 
a box of 500p.

1 50

PAP 60 Footmatts paper - 375mm x 500mm - 250p. 
perforated on a roll

1 100

COP 00 Nylon seat cover - black 1 X

COP 05 Cover set

 ▪ 100 Seat covers

 ▪ 100 footmatts

 ▪ 100 Steering wheel covers

 ▪ 100 Handbrake covers

 ▪ 100 Gear shift lever covers

Cover set COP 05 Pack includes:

PLA 62 Seat covers

PLA 60- PAP Footmatts

COP 00 Nylon seat cover

Protection for the interiour of the car
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Protection for the interior of the car

 ▪ Includes an adhesive layer.
 ▪ No tape needed.
 ▪ Available on a roll.
 ▪ Dimensions 60cm x 25m and 120cm x 25m.
 ▪ To protect mixing tables, fl oors etc.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PRF 060 Self-adhesive protection foil - grey 60cm x 25m 1 72

PRF 120 Self-adhesive protection foil - grey 
120cm x 25m

1 36

PRF 060-120
Self-adhesive protection foil  ▪ Transparent adhesive fi lm to protect the lighting fi xtures inside 

a spraybooth with a minimum loss of lighting intensity.
 ▪ Can also be used to cover broken wind shields.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

CPF 10 Cabine protection foil - 400mm x 50m 1 108

CPF 11 Cabine protection foil - 600mm x 100m 1 72

CPF Cabine light protection fi lm

 ▪ Static and paint absorbent white fi lm cut to size in order to be 
used to protect spraybooth walls against overspray.

 ▪ Very fast to apply and remove - dry application!
 ▪ We also advise to purchase 6 to 8 magnet strips to start 

because these are easier to hold fi lm and have a quick return 
on investment.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

PLA 32 Boothmask - 15µm - 2.75m x 100m X 150

PLA 45 Pliable/cutable magnet strip
100cm - 1p.

250 X

PLA 4525 Pliable/cutable magnet strip
100cm - 25p.

10 X

PLA 32 Boothmask wall protection fi lm

Self--adhesive protection foil
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Spraybooth fi lters

Excellent, dust free paint jobs will result in better customers satisfaction 
with less effort for the body shop and therefore better margins. 

Keeping the spray booth free of airborne dust/contamination is the 
fi rst requirement to achieve this result. On top of the existing range of 
protection of cabin walls and dust encapsulation of cabin fl oors has 
invested a lot of time and energy in developing high-performing fi lters 
for the spray booth.

Within our in-house production area we can fulfi ll all customers’ 
demands on sizes and types (matts, pockets, etc.)

Spraybooth fi lters

The pre-fi lter will do the coarse fi ltering of air coming into the fresh air 
system of the paint booth, protecting the air ducts from contamination 
and will prolong lifespan of downstream ceiling fi lters.

Most commonly used as pre-fi lters are matts and pocket fi lters, the 
preference goes to pocket fi lters as they have greater fi ltering area, 
which generates in higher dust-holding capacity, better air through-put 
and longer lifespan.

Ceiling fi lters in spray booths must perform two tasks in particular: 
reliably removing dust particles that passed through the prefi lter zone 
(fi ne fi ltration) and ensuring even distribution of air and circulation 
around the object being painted.

Produced in layers of high performance, non-breakable synthetic fi bers 
giving them a high depth loading and dust holding capacity with 
minimal loss of pressure for optimal performance. 

Paint mist arrestors fi lter the exhaust air exiting the paint booth, 
protecting the exhaust air ducts, fans, and motors from accumulating 
paint. 
For these there are 2 models available:
 ▪ Solvent-based fi lters : Progressively structured fi bre glass fi lter 

designed for capturing solvent-based paint and lacquer particles.
 ▪ Water based fi lters : Progressively structured fi bre glass fi lter 

impregnated with a gel desinged for capturing fi ne and dry water 
based overspray and solvent based paint particles.

01 Pre-fi lters

02 Ceiling fi lters

03 Paint stop

Code Description (sales unit)

FIL 00 Paintstop EU2 /2". 50cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 01 Paintstop EU2 /2". 67cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 02 Paintstop EU2 /2". 75cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 03 Paintstop EU2 /2". 80cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 04 Paintstop EU2 /2" 100cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 05 Paintstop EU2 /2" 150cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 06 Paintstop EU2 /2". 200cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 001W Paintstop EU2 /2" water and solvent 50cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 011W Paintstop EU2 /2" water and solvent 67cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 015W Paintstop EU2 /2” water and solvent 70cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 021W Paintstop EU2 /2” water and solvent 75cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 031W Paintstop EU2 /2” water and solvent 85cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 041W Paintstop EU2 /2" water and solvent 100cm x20m on a roll

FIL 051W Paintstop EU2 /2" water and solvent 150cm x20m on a roll

FIL 061W Paintstop EU2 /2" water and solvent 200cm x20m on a roll

FIL 10 Préfi lter EU4 - 290gr. 100cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 11 Préfi lter EU4 - 290gr. 200cm x 20m on a roll

FIL 20 Fine air fi lter F5 560gr 200cm x 20m - on a roll or precut per m²

FIL 21 Fine air fi lter F5 660gr 200cm x 20m - on a roll or precut per m²

FIL 25 Fine air fi lter 560gr 100cm x 1m

FIL 26 Fine air fi lter 660gr 100cm x 1m
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Spraybooth fi lters

01 Pre-fi lters

02 Ceiling fi lters

03 Paint Stop

03 Paint Stop03 Paint Stop
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Panel stands & trestles

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

EQU 80 Spare part cart 1 6

Keep your parts organized for each job in the 
handy chariot

EQU 80 
Spare part cart

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

EQU 52 Wheel and panel stand 1 10

 ▪ Mobile panel stand with two 
horizontal supports with two wheel 
supports on each side.

 ▪ The wheel supports can be taken off so 
the stand can be used for larger panels 
such as hood or bonnet - horizontal 
supports are foam cushioned for safety.

 ▪ Dimensions (lxwxh) packed: 
91cm x 70cm x 15cm

 ▪ Weight: 27kg

EQU 52 
Wheel and panel stand

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

EQU 50 Bumper stand 1 12

 ▪ Mobile stand for storage of bumpers.
 ▪ Equipped with 8 adjustable supports all 

cushioned for safety.
 ▪ Dimensions (lxwxh) packed: 123cm x 

31cm x 20cm
 ▪ Weight: 25kg

EQU 50 
Bumper stand

Thinner siphon is the solution for dispensing 
solvents without having to manipulate heavy 
cans. Suitable for plastic or metal cans up to 30l 
content.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

EQU 40 Thinner siphon 1 25

EQU 
401

Siphon pipe + tap
for EQU 40

1 X

EQU 40 
Thinner siphon
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

EQU 53 Butterfl y trestle premium 1p. 1 40

 ▪ Folding trestle that can be adjusted in height 
and width by means of two chains.

 ▪ Premium quality, feet are attached by means of 
an extra bar.

 ▪ Dimensions (lxwxh) packed: 
107cm x 32cm x 9cm.

 ▪ Weight: 8,5kg

EQU 53
Butterfl y trestle premium

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

EQU 55 X-trestle 1 25

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

EQU 56 X-trestle 1 25

Panel stands and trestles

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

EQU 64 Portal rotating panel stand 1 25

 ▪ Mobile panel stand with rotating central axis that 

can be locked under different angles into different 

positions by means of a foot pedal.

 ▪ Supplied with extensions for the axis so that two 

doors can be fi tted one next to the other, 4 vertical 

supports with hook and 2 supports with holes.

 ▪ Dimensions (lxwxh) packed: 149cm x 23cm x 16cm

 ▪ Weight: 26kg

EQU 64 
Portal rotating panel stand

Equipment
Panel stands and trestles

EQU 64

EQU 56EQU 55
X-trestleX-trestle

 ▪ Adjustable trestle with locking 
system on the axis for different posi-
tions.

 ▪ Standard X-trestle is powder coated 
grey and has a plastic axis locking 
system.

 ▪ Dimensions (lxwxh) packed: 
117cm x 48cm x 8cm

 ▪ Weight: 5kg

 ▪ Adjustable trestle with locking 
system on the axis for different posi-
tions.

 ▪ Jumbo X-trestle is galvanized and 
has a metal axis locking system and 
two bumper supports.

 ▪ Dimensions (lxwxh) packed: 
129cm x 63cm x 11cm

 ▪ Weight: 10,5kg
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Gun cleaners

Automattic Gun Cleaner
 ▪ To be used in combination with cellulose thinner to clean 

solvent paint guns or BTC 80, to clean water based paint 
guns.

 ▪ Equipped with a brush for pre-cleaning.
 ▪ Possible after cleaning with clean matterial / air mixture.
 ▪ Stainless steel.
 ▪ Easy assembly, easy to maintain and to operate.
 ▪ Volumes a nd pressure can easily be set on the front 

panel.
 ▪ Dimensions outside (max.):1400mm high x 560mm wide 

x410mm deep.
 ▪ Automattic venturi for suction during opening is 

standard.
 ▪ Optional available with fully automattic after clean 

rinsing.

AGC 21-40
 ▪ To clean all waterborn paints. 
 ▪ No need to leave the spray booth.
 ▪ Saves time. 
 ▪ Cleaning in 30 seconds.
 ▪ To be combined with BTC 80 (waterbased gun shampoo).
 ▪ Low consumption of gun shampoo, 5 litre for 100 guns.
 ▪ Compatible with all disposable cup systems.
 ▪ Atex approved.

AGC 50 Quick cleaner

Combination of AGC 40 gun cleaner with AGC 11 coagulation set. 

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

AGC 21 AGC 20 with two pieces door 1 8

AGC 25 Air blowing gun kit X X

AGC 26 Galvanized bin cover X X

AGC 27 Two pieces door in stainless steel X X

AGC 35 Complete kit to change the rinsing into fully 
automattic version

X X

AGC 40 AGC 31+25+26 Automattic Gun Cleaner 
complete

2 8

AGC 50 Quick cleaner X X

AGC 70 AGC 40 + AGC 11 coagulation set 1 8

AGC 70
Automattic gun cleaner with fully 
automattic rinsing

NEW
AGC 70

NEW
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Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

AGC 11 Coagulation set for AGC 20/40 X 8

BTC 001 Regenerator for BTC 80 - 1l 24 X

AEC 90 Coagulation powder - 5kg 1 X

AEC 91 Coagulation powder - 500gr 1 X

AEC 20 Filter H20 gun cleaner for AGC 10 + 11 1 X

AGC 45 Rubber cap 50 mm 1 X

BTC 80 H2O gun shampoo - 20 l X 28

BTC 1000 H2O gun shampoo - 1000l X 1

AGC 11 is a retro fi t coagulation device for AGC gun cleaners used 
in combination with water based paints. 

AGC 11 Coagulation set

 ▪ Save time and clean your spray guns for water based 
paint automattically.

 ▪ You only need 100ml of cleaning thinner for one spray 
gun. The cost is € 0,25 per spray gun, waste-disposal 
included.

 ▪ Coagulation is no longer necessary.
 ▪ The waste is heavily reduced (up to 10%) and is 

collected by an offi cially recognised company.
 ▪ Can be used in combination with all automattic spray 

gun cleaners. Or, if necessary, in 
combination with a manual spray gun cleaner.

BTC 80

BTC 001 Regenerator

H2O Gun shampoo

 ▪ Adding 1l of regenerator to the coagulated BTC 80, 
brings back the original cleaning power of the BTC 80.

 ▪ 1l of regenerator is suffi cient for 25l of coagulated BTC 
80.

AEC 90-91 Coagulation powder
 ▪ Powerful universal coagulation powder.
 ▪ Depending on the intensity of pollution, use about 

500 gr of AEC 90 pro 20l of BTC 80.

Gun Cleaners

NEW
AGC 11

NEW
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The use of UV-coatings in the car body repair industry has many advantages. The 
key benefi ts are speed, environmental friendliness, improved physical properties, 
less fl oor space needed and reduced scrap. These, together with environmental 
regulations imposed by governments and greater sustainability awareness among 
customers explains the rapid growth of this segment within the coating industry.

Until now, UV-coatings were cured by the use of medium pressure mercury 
discharge lamps. These mercury-lamp based curing systems have however a 
number of serious drawbacks:

 ▪ Special fi lter to eliminate UVB & C
 ▪ Lamps have a very short lifetime (<500 hours)
 ▪ Frequent lamp replacement and high replacement costs
 ▪ High energy consumption
 ▪ Lamps contain Mercury, a hazardous chemical.
 ▪ Lamps require warm-up time
 ▪ Degradation of UV over lifetime
 ▪ Mercury lamps produce a lot of radiant heat

UV - LED 

Chemicar Europe developed a curing system that has none of the 
drawbacks associated with mercury lamp based curing systems. Working 
from its state-of-the-art research and testing facilities in Antwerp, a top 
team of designers, technicians and LED experts created in co-operation 
with the coating industry the “UV-LED” system - destined to revolutionize 
UV curing in the car body repair Industry sector.

UV - LED

UV - LED
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02 Lower cost
Substantial cost saving over lifetime = better margins
 ▪ Up to 70% lower energy use
 ▪ Very long lifetime – no replacement cost
 ▪ No warm-up time

Responsible production practices = adds to corporate sustainability
 ▪ Low energy use – low carbon footprint
 ▪ No hazardous chemicals in work environment
 ▪ No disposal of used lamps containing Mercury

04 Environmentally friendly

03 User friendly
Improved working conditions = employee satisfaction
 ▪ Compact design, easy to store
 ▪ Easy in set-up and use
 ▪ Safe in use - Unit does not get hot

01 Improved quality
More evenly cured surface and stable hardening out depth 
up to 180 µm = customer satisfaction
 ▪ No degradation of UV over lifetime
 ▪ Higher accuracy due to incorporation of refl ector system
 ▪ Large, uniform curing area
 ▪ High intensity curing
 ▪ Optimised process control

UV - LED
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Security and effi ciency are today important agents for a high quality and 
economically profi table reparation. To satisfy this high demand Spectratek have 
developed infrared unitsmeeting the modern needs. As a result of innovation, 
together with many years of experience and a close co-operation with prominent 
car body shops and paint importers, Spectratek can offer you a quality and highly 
valued product.

Made in Canada, market leader in the US, European models adapted in R & 
D in Belgium, Spectratek is the most effi cient for energy savings and a higher 
performance infrared against standard products on the market.

The new electronic control and software of the S-units create not only the most 
effi cient but also the most safest curing solutions: the unique controller system 
measures 36 spots per minute, evaporating time and speed are controlled and 
12 different curing programs can be installed in 20 European languages. Precisely 
defi ned production processes and quality gives Spectratek the opportunity to create 
a product of a high quality level at a very interesting price.

Short wave infrared curing system
Spectratek IR 

02 Special shaped asymmetric mirror
A special shaped asymmetric mirror, which not only 
focuses all the energy to the car, but also perfectly 
spreads it.

 ▪ Display commands programmed in 20 possible languages.
 ▪ New electronics and software makes it possible to choose 12 
programs. Also curing time, evaporation time and temperature 
can be installed. 36 Controlled and measured spots per minute 
will create the desired temperature on the total surface, no 
matter what color or base.

 ▪ Simple to command and program. The display offers a long life.
 ▪ Acoustic sensor that indicates the distance and the end of 
drying.

04 Electronic control and software

03 Compact, modular design
 ▪ Aluminium housing makes the device light and easy to handle. 
 ▪ Double gas strut prevents backlash and early signs of wear due to extra fastening 
/ fi xing.

 ▪ A stable and short steel base which allows the device to take up only a small 
amount of space and furthermore enables it to dry every type of panel on every 
type of car.

 ▪ Swivel wheels with breaks.

01 Therminal Integrated Sensor (TISS)
a unique temperature controller system that measures 
36 spots per minute and that sets every cassette 
individually to obtain and maintain a constant and steady 
temperature.

defi ned production processes and quality gives Spectratek the opportunity to create 
03
▪
▪

/ fi xing.
▪ A stable and short steel base which allows the device to take up only a small 

amount of space and furthermore enables it to dry every type of panel on every 
type of car.

▪ Swivel wheels with breaks.

IR
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SPEC 8000S: Quality of the highest level!
1. Curing height up to 2,90m
2. 2 m² curing area
3. Cassettes can be horizontally pivoted up to 45°C which 

make it also possible to dry curved and squared surfaces
4. Computer guided
5. OEM-conformity

IR
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SPEC 3400SH Spectratek high-drying stand

Example setup

Digital control box
Is independent, and can be 
positioned on a nearby wall, 
column, or be free standing.

RAIL SPEC Spectratek rail-system
Maximum fl exibility & innovation

Maximal fl exibility and innovation.
 ▪ Individual solutions can easily be offered with this 
concept.

 ▪ The electronic command system is located in a separate 
switch box that can be positioned.

 ▪ Possibility to have a rail system that can span several 
workplaces.

 ▪ Available in wall and ceiling model.

Dry until 4m height. Suitable for trucks and trailers!
Exclusive in whole Europe!
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06 UV / Infrared

SPEC 1000

0,105m²

1,40m vertical

230 V

1,0 KW

1

Timer

SPEC 2400

0,75m²

1,55m vertical

230 V

2,4 KW

2

Timer

SPEC 2400S

0,75m²

1,55m vertical

230 V

2,4 KW

2

Computer

SPEC 3400S SPEC 4000S

1,00m² 1.0m²

2,20m vertical
1,90m horizontal

2,20m vertical
1,90m horizontal

230 V 380 V

3,4 KW 4,0 KW

4 4

Computer Computer
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SPECUV LED

0.72m²

1.60 m horizontal
2.35 m vertical

230 V

500 W (4 x 125 W)

4

Computer

TP 145B  ETP 146B

Lamp 240V 
1000W

Lamp 240V 
2000W

IRT 1000W IRT 2000W

35 cm 35 cm

SPEC 8000 S 

2,90m²

1,55m vertical

380-400 V

8000 W

8

Computer

UV / Infrared

SPEPUV 17.200.00.60

Lamp UV 400W

SPECUV equipment

11.80cm

SPEP 17.200.00.19 SPEP 17.200.00.22 SPEP 17.200.00.30 SPEP 17.200.00.50

Lamp IR 220V 
850W

Lamp IR 380V 
1000W

Lamp IR 220V 
1000W

Lamp IR 220V 
1200W

SPEC 3400S SPEC 8000S SPEC 1000 SPEC 2400 and 
2400S

35.50cm 35.50cm 35.50cm 50cm

ETP 144B ETP 150 ETP 148A ETP 149

Lamp 240V 
850W

Lamp 240V 
1100W

Lamp 240V 
1100W

Lamp 240V 
1500W

ETS HH/HS/
HT

ETS1/11/4/
CM ALT/HB

ETS2/ETS5/
ETS CM03/
ETS TM

CM 04/
ETS03

20cm 35.5cm 53cm 78.50cm
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SWD 00

SWD 53

SWD 53

SWD 40
SWD 43

SWD 50SWD 44

SWD 46 SWD 47 SWD 32 SWD 45

SWD 55

21 22
23 24 25 26 31

SWD 54 SWD 52 SWD 30

Spot welder

SWD 41SWD 42
SWD 10

SWD 55
SWD 40

Standard SWD kit

Optional

Spot welder

ETP 145B ETP 146B

Lamp 240V 
1000W

Lamp 240V 
2000W

IRT 1000W IRT 2000W

35cm 35cm
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Spot welder

SWD 00 professional dent puller
 ▪ Digital display with key pad control of time and power, plus mode and language 

selection. 
 ▪ Compact 280 x 280x 229mm.
 ▪ Light weight (only 22kg).
 ▪ Quick change electrodes.
 ▪ Quick star washer dent pulling: fast and easy to use slide hammer included.
 ▪ Weld studs (nails), washers, rivets for interior panel and window mouldings              

(all tips included).
 ▪ Shrinking with copper tip for high spot.
 ▪ Comes together with chariot and accessories
 ▪ Easy access around vehicles.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SWD 00 spot welder 160 1 24

SWD 10 Spot welder cart 1 X

SWD 20 Washer tip 1 X

SWD 21 Shrinking tip 1 X

SWD 22 Half moon tip 1 X

SWD 23 Single spot tip 1 X

SWD 24 Moulding clip tip 1 X

SWD 25 Long stud tip (nails) 1 X

SWD 26 Electrod for wiggle wire 1 X

SWD 30 Carbon electrode 1 X

SWD 31 Carbon rod adaptor 1 X

SWD 32 Hand lifter 1 X

SWD 40 Energic slide hammer with adaptor 1 X

SWD 41 Stud mandrel for nails pulling 1 X

SWD 42 Hook mandrel for washer pulling 1 X

SWD 43 Ground plate tightener 1 X

SWD 44 5 Finger bear claw for hammer 1 X

SWD 45 Hand puller for molding rivet 1 X

SWD 46 8 Finger bear claw for jack 1 X

SWD 47 Handle for bear claw 1 X

SWD 50 Star washer set of 10 1 X

SWD 52 Welding studs 100pcs 1 X

SWD 53 Molding rivets 100pcs 1 X

SWD 54 Welding washers 100pcs 1 X

SWD 55 Wiggle wire 1.6mm 500gr 1 X

Spot welder
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SWD 00AL SWD 71-72-73
SWD 68-69-70 SWD 65-66-67

SWD 10

SWD 76SWD 75SWP 01
SWP 02SWD 74

SWD 80 SWD 83

SWD 79
SWD 78

SWD 77

SWD 81 SWD 82 SWD 84 SWD 86 SWD 85

Spot welder

SWD 00AL SWD 71-72-73
SWD 68-69-70 SWD 65-66-67

SWD 10

SWD 76SWD 75SWP 01
SWP 02SWP 02SWD 74

Standard SWD AL kit

Optional
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SWD 00AL Aluminium dent pulling system
 ▪ Utilizes capacitive discharge with extra features.
 ▪ Operates on 230 volt power.
 ▪ Includes welding gun, 2 ground clamps, 3 welding tips, 

plus supply of threaded 4, 5 and 6mm pulling studs.
 ▪ Complete with hand lifter, hook and 3 puller mandrels.
 ▪ Slide hammer and larger pulling studs optional.
 ▪ May also be used for dent pulling steel and stainless steel.
 ▪ Digital Touch Pad Control.
 ▪ Ready and discharge (trigger) lights in the gun base 

let the operator focus on the application 
rather than the control pannel.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

SWD 00AL Aluminium dent pulling system 1 24

SWD 10 Trolley for SWD 00AL & accessories 1 X

SWP 01 Welding gun 1 X

SWP 02 Ground clamps 1 X

SWD 65 Stud holder 4mm 1 X

SWD 66 Stud holder 5mm 1 X

SWD 67 Stud holder 6mm 1 X

SWD 68 Puller mandrel 4mm 1 X

SWD 69 Puller mandrel 5mm 1 X

SWD 70 Puller mandrel 6mm 1 X

SWD 71 Aluminium studs 4mm - 15p. 
(pkt 200)

1 X

SWD 72 Aluminium studs 5mm - 15p. 
(pkt 200)

1 X

SWD 73 Aluminium studs 6mm - 15p. 
(pkt 200)

1 X

SWD 74 Hand lifter standard 1 X

SWD 75 Safety google 1 X

SWD 76 Stainless steel brush 1 X

SWD 77 Pulling bar 1 X

SWD 78 Straightening bar 1 X

SWD 79 Hand lifter deluxe 1 X

SWD 80 Angle support 1 X

SWD 81 5 fi nger bear claw 1 X

SWD 82 8 fi nger bear claw 1 X

SWD 83 2 fi nger bear claw 1 X

SWD 84 Aluminium hammer & dolly kit 1 X

SWD 85 Heat gun 1 X

SWD 86 Infrared laser thermometer sensor 1 X

Spot welder
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07 PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS

Micro-Fibre cloth, stickers, 
cap, rugbyball, RC car, beer, 
shirt, t-shirt, umbrella, sticky 
screen cleaner, ...

130
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Code Description (sales unit)

PRO 06 Finixa sticky screen cleaner - 200p.

PRO 07 Finixa double sided microfi bre cloth - 25p.

PRO 09 Finixa packing tape 48mm x 100m - 6pcs

PRO 19 Finixa pen - 25p.

PRO 20 Finixa bag

PRO 22 Finixa cap - blue

PRO 23 Finixa umbrella XL - black

PRO 24 Finixa 4-panel rugbybal - size 5

PRO 25 Finixa Glasses York - 6p.

PRO 26 Finixa sticky notes set in hardcover

PRO 27 Finixa coffee cups porcelain Neo- 6p.

PRO 034 Finixa Race car 1/10

PRO 34 Finixa cardboard cup - 180cc - 100p.

PRO 35 Finixa plastic cup - 220cc - 50p.

PRO 37 Finixa sticker - 6p.

PRO 38 Finixa Blocnote A5

PRO 39 Finixa Blocnote A4

PRO 41 Finixa Beer - 75cl.

PRO 100-106 Finixa T-shirt navy - Sizes S/M/L/XL/XXL

PRO 420-424 Finixa shirt white - Sizes S/M/L/XL/XXL

CRT 35 Finixa Packaging Boxes white 540 x 390 x 450

CRT 38 Finixa Packaging Boxes white 300 x 300 x 300

CRT 39 Finixa Packaging Boxes white 450 x 450 x 450

CRT 40 Finixa Packaging Boxes white 600 x 400 x 600

Promo 

PRO 26 PRO 06
PRO 07

PRO 37

PRO 22

PRO 20

PRO 09

CRT 35-38-39-40

PRO 38

PRO 39

PRO 19
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Promo

PRO 24
PRO 034

PRO 420-424
PRO 100-104

PRO 23

PRO 35

PRO 34

PRO 41

PRO 25

PRO 27
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B

C F

A

D

M

G

H

I
N
O
P

L
E

54
56
56
54
28
10
40
77
69
45
42
40
18
67
44
38

67
67
22
22
25
124
126
76
37
19
34
104
101
38

85
42

18

28
30
30
32
30
34
42
62
69
77
63
80
96
51
51
67
13
13
64

96
54
80
114
115

85
100
100
66
28

100
118
120
106
118

96
32
25
45

82
92

15
8
76
112
25

84
86
12
36
39
65
65
77

82
41

12
65
65
85
32
107
14
80
112

107
104
81
101
14
43
43

43
69
66
64
30
64
37
64
60

76
56

57
46
84
32
76
106
8

34
25
115
96
24
106
92
30

abrasive disc
abrasive on a roll
abrasive on a sponge
abrasives
absorbing masking film
adapter FPS
adhesion promotor
adhesive eraser
adhesive gel
adjustable aerosol nozzle
aerosol holder magnetic
aerosols
air guns
Alsi 12
anti gravel
auto clean gum

DEB12
debrasel
degreaser
degreasing box
degresing cloths
dent puller
dent puller ALU
door foam film
double sided tape
drying oven
duct tape
dust control
dust mask
dust removal file

machine and handwax
magnetic aerosol 
holder
magnetic support for 
guns
masking film
masking film and tape
masking film cutter
masking foam
masking paper
masking tape
matt black
matting compound
metal bonding
metal brush
metal spreaders
micor fiber
microfoam gloves
mini polisher
mini sander
mixing board
mixing cups
mixing paddles
multi filler

gloves
green disc
grid for bucket
gun cleaner
gun cleaning shampooi

hand foam pad
hand soap
handcleanr
hardener for putty
HDPE film

impregnated cleaning cloths
infrared dryer
infrared rail system
interior protection
IR

nitrile gloves
no edge blending tape
non-woven
nozzle sets

one step polisher
overalls

paint strainer
paint system
panel fixation set
panel stands
paper roll dispenser

lambswool pad
leather repair set
lids for mixing cups
lifting tape
lifting wire
light filler
light putty
logo tape

electric polisher
etch primer

black cups
black filler
black putty
black tire gel
blending foam
bootmask
brushes for guns
bucket and spout
bumper stand

cabine light protection film
cabine protection
car shampoo
carbon mask
cleaning set for guns
clearcoat
2k clearcoat

fade out thinner
fast adhesive
fiberglass filler
fillers
film cutter
fine filler
fine line tape
fine putty
flat foam pads

fluo markers
foam backed sanding 
paper
foam disc
foam it!
foam pads
foam tape
fom film for doors
foot matts
FPS

cloth tape
cloths
coagulation set
coated gloves
coding caps
cover set
coveralls
cutter
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Q

98
76
110
32
56
80
30
124

62
62

solvex gloves
sound deadening pads
sparybooth filters
spon tape
sponge roll abrasive
sponges 
spot repair film
spot welder

quick change disc
quick change sanding

P

T

U
V

R

S

67
102
12
106
28
30
70
63
77
82
51
82
25
82
84
82
64
66
67
64
45
24
16
30
40
40
13
43
63
63

26
34
98
85
14
39
77
76

116
116

52
50

120
54
85
45
31
63

99
19
51
52
52
58
58
52
58
54
54
57
60
44
101
50
54
58
58
59
62
68
68
106
69
107
81
12
50
50

PBSN replacer
pealable coating
pipette
plastic interior protection
plastic masking
plastic masking on roll
plastic repair
plastic spreaders
pneumattic brush tool
pneumattic polisher
pneumattic sander
polishing case
polishing cloths
polishing compound
polishing foam pad
polishing machine
polyester filler
polyester hardener
polyester mixing board
polyester putty
prefill aerosol
pressure sprayer
pressure tank
pretreated film on roll
primer
primer filler
printed cups
2k spray putty
putty knives
putty spreaders

tack rags
tape
thinner protecter gloves
tire gel
touch up bottles
touch up tips
trim removal tool set
trunk isolation pads

UV dryer
UV LED

velcro board
velcro sanding pad

rail systems
red disc
renuwal gel
replacement aerosol nozzle
rim masking film
rubber spreaders

safety boots
sample plates
sander
sanding block board
sanding block display
sanding block for disc
sanding block for SCA
sanding blocks
sanding cloth
sanding discs
sanding film disc
sanding foam disc
sanding foam pads
sanding guide aerosol
sanding mask
sanding pad velcro
sanding paper
sanding paper A4
sanding sheet
sanding strip
scuff rolls
seam sealer
seam sealer on a roll
seat covers
seconds glue
self adhesive protection foil
shampoo for cars
siphon
soft interface pad
soft pad sanding



All updated informattion, TDS (technical data sheet) & SDS (safety data 
sheet) can be found on our new website. 
www.fi nixa.com

Finixa products can be used in all kind of fi elds 

Chemicar Europe nv
Baarbeek 2
B-2070Zwijndrecht
Belgium

T.: +32 3 234 87 80
F.: +32 3 234 87 89

info@fi nixa.com
www.fi nixa.com

Sales units and packaging information

Box

PAL

Opening hours

Example Situation

Our product reference specifi es a sales unit and is the minimum 
ordering unit for each product.

indicates how many sales units are in a box which is handy in case a 
number of sales units are being ordered. Logistically it is always more 
convenient to order per box, but this is not mandatory.

indicates how many sales units are on a palet which is handy in case a 
large number of sales units are being ordered. Logistically it is always 
more convenient to order per palet, but this is not mandatory.

Monday - Thursday: 08.30h - 12.00h and 13.00h - 17.00h
Friday: 08.30h - 12.00h and 13.00h - 16.00h 

MCP 0650 is our example product which is always packed and delivered by 

200 pieces. There are 200 sales units in a box and 8000 sales units (200 x 

40) on a palet.

This catalogue replaces all previous editions. Copying or reprinting even partially 
is illegal and punishable. We can not be held liable for possible printing faults; 
the images and text do not have a binding character.

Code Description (sales unit) Box PAL

MCP 0650 Printed mixing cups - 650ml - 200p. 1 40



www.fi nixa.com

Available in 23 languages!
Mobile and desktop version.
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